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Abstract 
Stochastic filtering theory studies the problem of estimating an unobservable 'signal' 
process X given the information obtained by observing an associated process Y (a 'noisy' 
observation) within a certain time window [0, t]. It is possible to explicitly describe 
the distribution of X given Y in the setting of linear/gaussian systems. Outside the 
realm of the linear theory, it is known that only a few very exceptional examples have 
explicitly described posterior distributions. We present in detail a class of nonlinear 
filters (Bene filters) which allow explicit formulae. Using the explicit expression of the 
Laplace transform of a functional of Brownian motion we give a direct computation of 
the unnormalized conditional density of the signal for the Beneg filter and obtain the 
formula for the normalized conditional density of X for two particular filters. 
In the case in which the signal X is a diffusion process and Y is given by the equation 
dY = h (s, X 5 )ds + dWt , where W is a Brownian motion independent of X, Yo = 0 and h 
satisfies certain conditions, the evolution of the conditional distribution of X is described 
by two stochastic partial differential equations: a linear equation - the Zakai equation - 
which describes the evolution of an unnormalised version of the conditional distribution 
of X and a nonlinear equation - the Kushner - Stratonovitch equation - which describes 
the evolution of the conditional distribution of X itself. 
\Ve construct several measure valued processes, associated with the two equations, 
whose values give the conditional distribution of X (in the first case unnorrnalised). 'We 
do this by means of converging sequences of branching particle systems. The particles 
evolve independently, moving with the same law as X, and branch according to a mech-
anism that depends on their locations and the observation Y. The result is a cloud of 
paths, with those surviving to the current time providing an estimate for the conditional 
distribution of X. 
The construction of these measure valued processes is new, since it involves wildly 
varying branching mechanisms. But their true value stems from the fact that we can 
successfully use them to solve numerically the problem of nonlinear filtering. We prove 
the validity of the algorithm and show the numerical computation for several examples. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Let (12, T, P) be a complete probability space endowed with the filtration {Tt}t>O  and 
X be a process defined on this space with values in E, where E is a locally compact 
complete separable metric space (in particular, it is a locally compact Polish space). 
Let 13(E) be the space of bounded, Borel measurable functions on E and P(E) is the 
set of probability measures on E. We assume that {X, Ft;  t > O} is a diffusion process 
(called the 'signal' process), which solves the martingale problem associated with the 
infinitesimal generator A: D(A) C 8(E)-48(E) and the initial distribution ir 0 E 7'(E). 
Let also h : [0, oo) x E— R  be a continuous Borel measurable function and TV 
{W t , .Ft ; t > 01 be an rn-dimensional standard Brownian Alotion independent of X. We 
define Y to be the following stochastic process 
Yt=j h(s,X 8 )ds+Wt, t>0 
with the initial condition Yo = 0. The process Y is usually called the 'observation' 
process. We denote Yt = o, (Y,, 0 <— s t). 
The filtering problem (within the time frame [0,T]) consists in determining the con-
ditional law of the signal given the observation process, i.e., in computing 
def 
lr t (y) = E[y(Xt)IYt], 	Vt E [0,T], y E 13(E). 
\Ve observe here that 7r0 - the initial distribution of X - is identical with the conditional 
distribution of X0, given Yo,  and that is why we use the same notation for both. To solve 
the problem, first one changes the underlying measure so that Y becomes a Brownian 
motion. By assuming that 
T 
E 
[./0* 
Ih(s,X)I 2 ds<o° 
and using the definition of Y , the formula 
dP I 	
= exp (-.f T 	
—  i0 
Ih(sXS)I2ds) 
dP FT 
defines a new probability measure P absolutely continuous with respect to P and with 
respect to which Y is a Brownian motion. The Kallianpur-Striebel formula tells us that 
- 	- Pt() P - a.s.,  
- 
where 
def - 
Pt() = E [(Xt)ex (10,
t h*(sx)dY 
 - i0 
Ih(s,X s )I 2 ds) lYt] 
and E is the expectation with respect to P. Pt is usually called the unriorrnalised 
conditional distribution on X (one can see why from (1.1)). Under certain conditions, 
to be described in detail in the next chapter, one proves that Pt  uniquely satisfies the 
following evolution equation, called the Zakai equation 
/p(Av)ds
.t 	I.t 
Pt(Y) = 7ro(ç2) +  	+ / Ps (h*Y)d1f s , a.s. Vt, 	(1.2)  .0 
where y is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator A. From (1.1) and (1.2) one ob-
tains that 7r t () satisfies the following evolution equation, called the Kushner-Stratono-
vitch equation 
pt 	
/0*
t 
rt(y) = 70 ((P) + / rr(Ay)ds + 	 ( r(hy) 7rs (h*) 7r3 (y)) (dYe - T(h)ds), 
.0 	 . 
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where cp is, again, in the domain of the infinitesimal generator A. 
As we have set out above, the essential problem of stochastic filtering is to find the 
conditional distribution of Xt given the information obtained by measuring Y5 for s in 
the time window [0, t]. The problem has considerable importance, but its usefulness is 
limited to those cases where numerical solution is feasible. In the special case where the 
evolution of Xt is given by a linear stochastic differential equation, h is also linear and X0 
has a Gaussian distribution one has the very nice property that the conditional distribu-
tion of Xt is always Gaussian, and in consequence can be described by a finite number of 
parameters (its mean and covariance). This remark has enormous computational signif-
icance: the conditional distribution can be obtained by solving an ordinary differential 
equation for the covariance and a stochastic differential equation for the mean. This 
approach is the well known Kalman filter ([231, [24]). One can say that the linear case is 
completely understood. However, there are many situations, where the linear/Gaussian 
assumptions of this model are inappropriate; that is why we concentrate on nonlinear 
filtering. 
In the nonlinear case it would seem attractive to apply the Zakai equation which 
gives a linear stochastic PDE for the measure (or its density) describing the (unnor-
malised) conditional distribution of Xt.  Unfortunately, in real applications X t is often a 
multidimensional variable, even in four dimensions it can be a serious problem to solve 
a PDE and more difficult to accurately solve an SPDE, in fifty dimensions it is utterly 
hopeless. This has lead to attempts to find wider classes of models where the conditional 
distribution lies in a finite dimensional manifold (the Benes and Ocone filters, see Chap-
ter 3), but these represent a very small class. More practical have been the approaches 
were linearisation can be applied recursively using the so called extended Kalman filter 
([36]). But approaches via linearisation have strong limitations if there is significant 
uncertainty in the observations. It has remained a serious problem to find good ways 
to approximate 7rt in the general case. It is this problem that we try to address in this 
thesis. 
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1.2 The main results 
In high dimensions, one of the most convenient ways to describe a measure is to generate 
a sample from it; in other words a sequence of points chosen at random according to its 
distribution. This fact has been realised by Statisticians for many years and explains 
the popularity of Gibbs Sampling (cf [181, [19], [20]). The reason is that one is often 
interested in some low dimensional marginal distribution and not the measure itself. 
Obtaining this directly from a density function in high dimensions is not computationally 
feasible, as it involves a numerical integration over the whole space. On the other hand, 
the projection of a sample can quickly be computed, and non-parametric approaches 
can be used effectively to construct approximate marginal distributions. Our idea is 
that it might be possible to approach the Zakai equation and the Kushner-Stratonovitch 
equation by creating a sample from the posterior measure. We do not quite succeed, 
but we are able to produce arbitrarily good approximations. 
Let MF(lR d ) be the space of finite measures over Rd and X (calligraphic X) be 
a measure-valued branching process defined on (1l,F, ), with the property that, for 
every ç in the domain of A, the process 
	
(X(0),y) 	(X(s), Ay) ds - 
/Co(X 
	(s), h* (s) (p) d Ys 	(1.3) 
is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration 	V J) with quadratic 
variation 
<M(t) >= to
(X
" v 2)ds, P - a.s. 	 (1.4) 
where v is any given bounded, positive function, continuous in time for which Vt ~ , 
Vt E [0, 1]. We make an abuse of notation here since, in fact, the process X will be 
constructed on (cl',F',P') a probability space larger than the initial one with c c c', 
F Ic = ., and P' LF = P. We construct X using a sequence of branching particle sys-
tems X with wildly varying (space and time dependent) branching mechanisms. The 
particles constituting the systems X will each have the same weight, will move indepen-
dently and according to the same law as the signal and will branch with a mean depending 
on their recent past and the observation Y and variance v if the branching occurs at 
12 
times. This sequence is convergent to X . One shows that E[(X(t),(p) lYt] = pt (V) and 
urn f  [(X(t),  ') IYt] = .. [(X(t),(P) lyt ] 
fl400 
Therefore one can use the systems X in order to compute numerically Pt'  hence the 
solution of the Zakai equation. The processes X are easy to simulate and, since the 
particles involved move independently, one can use the powerful tools of parallel com-
puting to do this. This way, the dimension of the system is not so important since the 
complexity of the numerical algorithms depends only polynomially on the dimension. 
If we take independent copies of X (while keeping the observation path Y fixed) and 
then integrate y against the resulting measure, we can compute E [(X(t), y) IYtI , and 
hence approximate pt(co). 
By slightly varying the previous construction, we produce the measure-valued branch-
ing process U whose distribution at time t is exactly Pt  We do this, once again, by using 
a sequence of branching particle systems U convergent to U. This time, the evolution 
equation satisfied by the limiting measure-valued process will be 
I.t 	 I.t 
(U(t),y) = (U(0),y) + / (U(s),Ay)ds +./ (U( s ) , h*( S ) y )dYs 	(1.5) 
.0 	 .0 
The algorithm based on this result can be used, too, to solve numerically the Zakai 
equation and, hence, the filtering problem. This result is an improvement of the previous 
one, because it eliminates the extra degree of randomness introduced there. The system 
of particles will move according to the law of the signal, independently of each other and 
after fixed-length intervals will branch. The mean number of offspring of a particle will 
depend on the last part of its trajectory and on the observation process, but the variance 
of the branching mechanism will be the minimum possible one. We can use these particle 
systems to solve numerically the filtering problem since, as the number of particles is 
increased, the empirical measure associated to the cloud of particles converges to the 
solution of the Zakai equation. By starting with a number of particles constituting 
a sample of the initial distribution of X, we allow the system to evolve up to time t 
and then use the empirical law to estimate the required statistic y.  In the previous 
model, the variance of the branching mechanism was a-priori given and, in this way, we 
introduced an extra degree of randomness, so only the (conditional) expectation of that 
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sequence converged to pt . Therefore, we needed a whole set of copies of the particles 
system in order to obtain a good approximation to the solution of the Zakai equation. 
Since lim_.(U(t),y) = (U(t),p) = Pt(P), here we don't need to estimate an average. 
One may ask at this point why we present both constructions in the thesis and not 
only one of them, possibly the second one since it seems to be better. First of all, 
we point out that the small variation in the construction creates quite a big one in 
the analysis of the processes, so one cannot produce a general construction which will 
contain as particular cases both the fixed variance case and the minimal variance case. 
Also, it shows the existence of a new class of measure valued branching processes. The 
construction of X was 'historically' the first one and, although U does a better job, we 
feel closer to our first 'child'. 
The individual processes are easy to simulate (particularly on parallel machines) 
and the complexity of computing a single trajectory grows only polynomially with the 
dimension of the state space. Combining these remarks, it is therefore feasible to pro-
duce an approximate sample in any reasonable dimension and with increasing effort an 
arbitrarily accurate and arbitrarily large sample. 
The last measure valued-process that we consider is the one that solves the other 
important equation in nonlinear filtering, the Kushner - Stratonovitch equation. \Ve 
construct the probability measure-valued process a which satisfies the following evolution 
equation 
(a (t), (p) = (a (0), ) + .L (a(s), Ay)ds ± J 
t 
((a(s),hy) - ( a( s) , h*)(a( s ) ,(p)) 
x (dY 3 - (a(s),h)ds). 	 (1.6) 
We succeed in doing this by using a sequence a of branching particle systems, which 
converges to a and the limit process has the same law as the conditional law of the signal, 
i.e., 
lim(a(t),(p) = (a(t),ç) = 1rt(). 
This way we manage to produce a sample approximation of the conditional distri-
bution of X and therefore, based on this, we can construct a numerical algorithm for 
solving directly the Kushner - Stratonovitch equation and, implicitly, the nonlinear fil-
tering problem. This way we successfully solve the nonlinear SPDE (1.6) in a direct 
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fashion and not via its linearised form - the Zakai equation. Unfortunately, this time 
the processes a will no longer consist of independent particles. The mean number 
of offsprings of these particles are correlated: at each branching time we compute the 
branching means in a similar way to those for U, but then we normalize them so as 
to keep their sum a martingale. In this case the limiting process a will be a random 
probability measure. This makes the use of parallel computing for numerical simulations 
less effective than before, but eliminates the error resulting from normalising at the end 
only. Also, this way we keep the mass under control, hence preventing it from exploding 
or vanishing. 
If we contrast this approach with the one where particles are weighted with expo-
nentials (the classical Monte - Carlo method), we see two important advantages over 
this (largely disastrous) method. Firstly, all computations are associated with particles 
that carry the same weight - one never finds oneself computing a trajectory that will 
obviously have a smaller weight than another. Secondly, the paths exploring unfruitful 
directions of exploration are rapidly killed. This again suggests a sifting out of poten-
tially unhelpful computation. The algorithm is feasible in the sense that one can carry 
it out and get a return directly related to the amount of computational effort invested. 
However, it has to be said that the convergence could still be quite slow. We have no 
definite result on the rates of convergence at this point in time. 
We believe that this is novel and potentially important work. Particle systems have 
been used before to solve PDE's (cf. [5], [ 7], [8], [40]) - the novelty here is that (i) we 
use them to construct a measure and this is more useful that the density and (ii) we are 
looking at technically more complicated situations than previous work. The algorithm 
developed by us is different from the genetic algorithms ([11], [13], [211). One difference is 
that the breeding pattern of our algorithm is influenced by a noisy external process which 
affects the analysis significantly; the algorithm is appropriate for solving SPDE's. This is 
an attempt to consolidate our understanding of the bridge between two important parts 
of stochastic analysis: measure valued processes and parabolic SPDE's, particularly to 
focus on those aspects of the theory that are relevant to computational efficiency in 
the solution of SPDE's of the type that arise in non-linear filtering. This opens up 
possibilities for a wider study of various features (existence, support, blow-up times, 
etc.) for different SPDE's using the tools that come from the theory of measure valued 
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processes. The Zakai equation and the Kushner - Stratonovitch equation are only two 
of the many SPDE's which do not have reliable numerical algorithms for solving them. 
We therefore hope that our results will be extended to other equations of this type. 
Acknowledgement of colaboration 
I worked jointly with my supervisor, Terry Lyons, in developing the results of this 
thesis. However, the detail, presentation and proofs given here are my own. 
1.3 Summary 
We start Chapter 2 by setting up the notation and assumptions for defining rigorously 
the stochastic filtering problem. We also present briefly the linear/Gaussian filter - 
the Kalman-Bucy filter. \Ve then go on to establish several preparatory results used 
in proving that the conditional distribution of X satisfies the Kushner - Stratonovitch 
equation and its unnormalised form satisfies the Zakai equation. \Ve look also at the 
uniqueness of the solutionof the two equations. 
Chapter 3 deals with one of the few nonlinear filters which admits explicit solutions - 
the Bene. filter. After the description of the filter, we explicitly compute an exponential 
functional of Brownian motion. The explicit formulae help us to solve the Beneg filter in 
a different and, we think, a more direct way. NVe then observe the long time behaviour 
for two particular filters. 
Chapter 4 contains results on convergence in distribution for processes with cadlag 
paths with values in the space of measures over a locally compact metric space. 
The main results of the thesis are contained in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Here 
we put together the knowledge of nonlinear filtering and of measure valued branching 
processes and construct three measure valued processes - X, U, c - which in turn help 
us solve numerically the nonlinear filtering problem. For each of them we use a sequence 
of approximating particle systems, prove that the sequence is tight and show that it 
converges to the desired limit. 
Using the particle systems described in Chapter 5 and 6 one can construct numerical 
algorithms to solve the filtering problem. Chapter 7 contains some numerical applications 
based on these algorithms. The Appendix contains a few results we use in the proofs. 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 contain well known results, but some of the proofs might 
16 
be new. Chapter 3, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 contain original work. 
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Chapter 2 
The Nonlinear Filtering Problem 
2.1 Notation and assumptions 
Let (E, d) be a locally compact complete separable metric space (in particular, it is a 
locally compact Polish space) and 12' be the space of E-valued continuous functions de-
fined on [0, oo), endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact intervals; 
let the associated Borel (T-field be denoted by F', i.e., 
12' = C([0,00),E), 	F1 = 13(12'). 	 (2.1) 
Let X be the canonical E-valued process defined on this space, X(w') = W i (t), w' e 
12 1 . We observe that Xt is measurable with respect to the a-field F' and consider the 
filtration associated with the process X 
F' =a(X8 ;s€ [0,t]). 	 (2.2) 
Let Cb(E) be the space of bounded continuous functions on E endowed with the supre-
mum norm and P(E) be the set of probability measures on E. Let also A 
Cb(E)—+Cb(E) be a markovian infinitesimal generator with domain D(A) with 1 E V(A) 
and Al = 0, and P' be a probability measure solving the martingale problem associated 
with A and initial distribution Ira E 2(E), i.e., under F', the distribution of X0 is lro 
and 
= y(X) - (Xo) 
- L Aco(X)ds, F', 0 <t <oo, 	(2.3) 
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is a martingale for any y E D(A). Let also 02  be defined similarly to Il', but with 
E=IRm. Hence 
112 = C([O,00),IRm), 	1:72 = 5(112) 	 (2.4) 
We denote by V the canonical process in 112,  i.e., Y(w 2 ) = w 2 (t), w 2 E 112  and take 
p2  to be a probability measure under which V is an rn-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion on (112,  F2 ). Consider now the following: 
11 cf  111x112, 
F' 
P Lef 
 P'®P2, 
Lel 
F 
Al Lef {AEF';P(A)=O}. 
(11, F, P) is a complete probability space and, under P, X and V are two independent 
processes. They can be viewed as processes on the product space (11, F, P) in the usual 
way: If TV is the canonical process on 12, then 
TV(t) = Le (t) = (w'(t),w 2 (t)), 
X = P1 (w), where p' :12 -i  Il', P, (W) = 
V = P2 (W), where p2 : 11 	112 p2 (w) = w2 . 
M is also a martingale with respect to the larger filtration F, where 
= 0(X 8 ,V8 ;8 E [0, t]) 'iAl. 	 (2.5) 
Let now h: [0, co) xE-4 IR  be a continuous Borel measurable function with the property 
that [ .IT 
EIh(s,Xs)I2dsI <oo VT>0, 	 (2.6) 
 J
and take Y to be the following Ft-adapted process (usually called the 'observation' 
process) 
=
h(s,X 8 )ds + V, t >  0. 	 (2.7) fo 
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If we also introduce the following filtration 
Y t =cr(Ys ,sE [0,t])vArCFt, 	 (2.8) 
Y= U Yt, 	 (2.9) 
tER+ 
then the filtering problem (within the time frame [0,T]) consists in determining the 
conditional law of the signal given the observation process, i.e., in computing 
def 
7T t (cp) = E[ço(Xt)IYt], 	Vt E [0,T], c,  E 8(E). (2.10) 
We observe here that Ito - the initial distribution of X - is identical with the conditional 
distribution of Xo, given Yo,  and that is why we used the same notation for both 
iro(y) /(x)d(PoX') 
To summarise, on a complete probability space (12, ., P) we have defined a pair 
{(Xt,Yt),.T;t > 01 of processes as follows: 
X is the solution of the martingale problem associated with the infinitesimal 
generator A and initial condition ito (the signal) 
= J h(s,X)ds + V, where V is a Brownian motion independent of X and ii 
satisfies condition 2.6 (the observation). 
Given these processes, we want to find out itt the conditional law of the signal given the 
observation. 
For the nonlinear case, one changes first the underlying measure, so that Yt becomes 
a Brownian motion. Next we present the solution of the filtering problem for the linear 
case - the Kalman-Bucy filter. 
2.2 The Kalman - Bucy Filter 
Let A be the following second order differential operator 
d 	 0ç(x) 	
d 
A(t)w(x) = (F(t)x+f(t)) 	+ 
i=1 	 i,j=1 
PA 
where F, f, Qj E C([O, T]) and Qj > 0. Under these conditions the solution X of the 
martingale problem associated with the infinitesimal operator A satisfies the following 
stochastic differential equation (see [38], Chapter II, Th. 2) 
t 
Xt = Xo + / (F2 (t)X + f2 (t)) ds + 	Q(s)dB, 	 (2.11) 
.10 	 . f 
where {B, , t E [0, T}} is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion. We also assume 
that the initial data 7r0 is Gaussian with mean xo and covariance matrix Po, i.e., 
exp (- II2) 
lro(co) = i
ad 	
+ F) 	
(2n) 	
d for all E B(lR.').(2.12) 
Let the observation process Y be defined as 
= / yt 	(H(s)X + h(s)) ds + Vt, t > 0, 	 (2.13) 
with H and h continuous in time. Under these assumptions we have the following 
Theorem 1 (Kalman-Bucy) The conditional distribution of the signal given the ob-
servation is Gaussian with mean it and covariance matrix P, where it is the solution 
of the SDE 
{
dit = (F(t) + f(t)) dt + PHt(t) [dYe - (H(t) + h(t)) dt] 	(2.14) 
0 =X0 
and Pt  is the solution of the Ricatti equation 
dP - _Pt H*(t)H(t)Pt + Q(t) + F(t)Pt  + PF(t). 	 (2.15) 
dt- - - 
with the initial condition Po. 
Remark 1 In other words, for all ço E B(IR'1), t > 0, we have 
i exp (- II2) 
lrt (ço)=[ 	(±+) 	
(2n) 	
d. 
JRd 
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Theorem 2 The unnormalised conditional distribution of the signal given the observa-
tion is given by 
1 	exp(_.IJ2) 1 P2 2 
Pt() 
= 	
+ 	 (2n) 	
dj 5 t, 
where ±t is the solution of the SDE (2.14), Pt is the solution of the Ricatti equation 
(2.15) and 
[./0* 	
1
St = exp 	 (H*(s)s + h*(s)) dY3 - - 
	
(H*(s)1s ± h*(s)) (H(t)± + h(t)) ds 
2• 
2.3 Preparatory Results 
As we indicated in the first section, first we intend to modify the probability on P., in 
order to transform the process Y into a Brownian motion. We use Girsanov's theorem. 
For this, we introduce Zt defined by 
t 
Zt = exp ( 
f 	
- 
jh(s,X2ds) 	 (2.16) 
To apply the Girsanov Theorem, we need Zt to be a martingale. For this we need to 
impose the following condition: 
E [Zt Ih(t,X t )1 2 ] <C, for all t > 0. 	 (2.17) 
Remark 2 If h is bounded, then (2.17) holds. 
We prove this in the next proposition 
Proposition 1 The process {Zt,Ft; t > 0} is a martingale. 
Proof. By differentiating (2.16) with respect to time, we obtain 
dZt = .Zt h*(t,X t )dVt 
zt  = 1— f Zsh*(s,Xs)dVs 
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hence Zt is a positive, continuous, local martingale, and therefore a (continuous) super-
martingale. To prove that Zt is a martingale it is enough to show that it has constant 
expectation. First, since Zt is a (continuous) local martingale, there exists a sequence T 
of stopping times such that T = oo and ZtAT,,  is a martingale (by the definition 
of a local martingale). Using Fatou's lemma (see Appendix) we obtain that 
EZt = E lim ZtAT <liminfEZtAT = 1, 
n—boo 
hence Zt is integrable and EZ 1. Using ItO's formula we have that 
Z 	- 1 	
10,
t Zsh*(s,Xs) dV -[ eZ Ih(s,X5)12
+ EZt 	1 + e ± 	(1 + ez)2 	10 (1 + &Z8 ) 3
(2.18) 
1 
Note that 	
.t  
E 	
Zsh*sXs)2ds] 	E [/TIh(sxI2ds 
0 	
] 
[/ (l+Zs 2 	& 	. 0 .  
and from (2.6) the integral is finite. Hence the second term in (2.18) is a martingale 
with null expectation. By taking expectation in (2.18), we obtain 
F_Zt 	= 1 	E1[ &z321h(s,xs)12 1 [1±&Ztj 1+& (1+&Z8)3 ds 	 (2.19) 
We take now the limit in (2.19) as & tends to 0 and using the dominated convergence 
theorem (based on (2.17)), we obtain our claim. 
U 
We can now define P a new probability measure such that the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative with respect to P is 
dP 
- =ZT 
dPJT 
Proposition 2 Under P, the observation process Y is a Brownian motion independent 
of X 
Proof. By Girsanov's theorem (see the Appendix), the process = V + .f h(s, X 3 )ds 
is a Brownian motion with respect to the new probability measure. Also, for each T> 0, 
the law of the process consisting of the pair (X, Y) on the interval [0, T] is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the law of the process (X, V) on the interval [0, T] (since 
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the latter is equal to the former plus a drift term) and its Radon-Nikodyrn derivative is 
exactly ZT,  i.e., for any bounded measurable function f 
E[f(X,Y)ZT] = E[f(X,V)], 	 (2.20) 
where in (2.20) both processes are regarded up to time T. Hence [f (X, Y)] = E[f(X, V)] 
and therefore X and Y are independent under P. 
Proposition 3 Let U be an integrable F -measurable random variable. Then we have 
E[UIYt] = E[uly] 	 (2.21) 
Proof. Let us denote by 
= a(Yt+ - Yt; it >_ 0), 	 (2.22) 
then 3) = Yt \/ Y . Under the new probability measure 3) C 3) is independent of F 
because Y is an Ft-adapted Brownian motion. Hence 
E[UIYt] = E[UIYtVY] = E[UIYI 
It is the right time to introduce a new player into the game - Pt - the unnormalised 
- 	 - conditional distribution of X. First w 	 Z 
de 
e introduce the notation =f —1 	P . Under , Z 
satisfies the following stochastic differential equation: 
d2t = 2th*(t,X t )dYt 	 (2.23) 
and 
t 
= exp (./ 
h*(sx)dy 	h(s,X 
1 	 2dS) 	 (2.24) 
then f2t = E2tZt = 1 , so 2t is a martingale under P and we have 	= 	on dP 
F, t > 0. For every bounded Borel measurable function, we define Pt(c)  to be 
def - 	- 
Pt ('P) = E[p(Xt )Zt IY t ] 	 (2.25) 
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and E is the expectation with respect to P. We observe that, due to the previous 
proposition, in (2.25) we can take 3)  instead of Yt. 
The following formula, called the Kallianpur-Striebel formula gives us the basic iden-
tity used in the Monte-Carlo method. 
Proposition 4 (Kallianpur-Striebel) For every ç bounded Borel measurable func-
tion we have 
	
- Pt(Y) 	- a.s.. 	 (2.26) 
- 
Proof. 
We show that irt()pt(l) = pt('p), -a.s., which is equivalent to 
7rt(y)E[ZtIYt] = E[(x) 2 Iy], P - 
Let b be an arbitrary Yt-measurable,  bounded random variable. We have the following 
sequence of identities 
E7rt ((p)b = Ep(X)b 
= 
qrt ((p)EE'[2t jY t]b1  = E [t[(p (Xt )2t jYt jb] 
which prove the required identity and hence the proposition. 
I 
Remark 3 Since P and P are absolutely continuous with respect to each other, we also 
have 
irt(co) = 	, 	P—a.s.. 
The Kallianpur-Striebel formula explains the usage of the term unnormalised in the 
definition of pt . 
We end this section with several results, which we will use in the proofs in the next 
section, but are also interesting in their own right. 
Lemma 1 Let 
t 	it 
= {&t = exp ( [ rdY + .L rrsds) ;r E L°° ([O,tI,Rm)} 	(2.27) .10 
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Then St is a total set in L'(1,Yt,P),  i.e., if a E L'(ftYt,f l) and t[act] = 0, W-t E S, 
then a = 0. 
Proof. It is enough to show this for the set 
S 
= 
let = exp 
(i it 
rdYs) } 
since any element from St is equal with an element from St multiplied by a constant 
(exp(Jrrds)). To do this, we take t1,t2,...,t, E (0,t); t 1 <t2 < ... <ti,, then 
P 	
P
t 
>lhYth = >/lh(Yth 	"th_1) = f)3*dY,, 
where 1 1 ,12,...,l are given, to =0 and 
/1lp ,/1p_ i lp + lp_ 1,...,J1i lp +...+l1 
(t) = f 1h' t E (th_1,th), h = 
10, 	t€(t,T) 
\Ve have then 
E 	(ilY th)] =0 	 (2.28) 
and also 
E 
 [
K 	 p 
a ck exp ( likYth)] = 0 (2.29) 
VK, Vc 1 , ..., Cj<- E C,lh,k IR. Let F(xi , ..., x,,) be abounded continuous complex valued 
function defined on ((IRm)P.  By Weierstrass' theorem, there exists an uniformly bounded 
sequence of functions of the form 
P 
=>cexp (i>(lk)*xh) 
such that 
urn P'(x1 ,...,x)=F(xi ,...,x). 
ç—+oo 
Hence we have E(aF(Yt1 , ..., Y,)) = 0 for every F bounded continuous function and 
by a further approximation argument, we can take F to be a bounded Bore! function, 
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measurable with respect to the o-field o(Y 1 , ..., 	 Since t 1 , t2, ..., t were taken arbi- 
trarily, we obtain that E(ab) = 0, for any bounded Yt— measurable function b, which in 
particular gives E(a2 A n) = 0 for arbitrary n, hence a = 0, P—a.s.. U 
Lemma 2 Let {Ut ; t > 0} be a cadlag, -Ft -adapted process such that 
rT 
E I Udt <oo, VT > 0, 	 (2.30) .Jo 
then 
rrt 	1 	pt 
E I] U5dYI IYt I = / E[UsIY3]dYi; t > 0, 	(2.31) LO 	j .0
Proof. 
Every Et from the set St (2.27)satisfies the following stochastic differential equation 
C t = 1 + to ier;dY 
Then 
E [,- t t[ .J t  UdYiIY]] 
completes the proof of lemma. U 
usdYs3 ] 
= E [ft usdYs2] + E 
[ft 
iesrUsds] 
= 
 E [
t E[/i&rudsIYt]] 
= E[/t iesrE[UsIYs]ds] 
= E [et f E[usYs]dYi1] 
Since for all V E D(A), {M',F; t > 0} (2.3) is a bounded martingale (hence square 
integrable), we can define the Ito integral with respect to it. \Ve have the following 
lemma 
Lemma 3 Let {Ut; t > 0} be a cadlag, Ft -adapted process such that 
q0 T 
U?dt<cx,VT > 0 
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then 
E[ft UsdM'° IYt] = 0 	 (2.32) 
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. We take once again C t from the set St 
and obtain the following sequence of identities (we use the fact that the bracket between 
A'Iand Y is 0) 
E [Ftf[ .f ' UdMfjY,]] = E k Lt udM] 
j
t 1 
0. 
U 
2.4 The Zakai and Kushner - Stratonovitch Equations 
We now have all the tools to prove that Pt  satisfies the Zakai equation and 7r t the Kushner 
- Stratonovitch equation. We do this in the next two theorems. For our purposes we 
restrict attention to the case when h is uniformly bounded, i.e., 
IhII = max sup h(x)I <00 
Theorem 3 The process Pt  satisfies the following evolution equation, called the Zakai 
equation 
rt 	
JO*
t 
Jot (V) = 70 (V) + / p(A)ds +ps (h*)dYs , a.s. Vt, 	(2.33) 
Jo  
for all in the domain of the infinitesimal generator A. 
Proof. 
The argument follows closely the one in [3] pp. 83-87. We first approximate 2t by 
Z given by 	 - 
2; = Z 
1 + eZt 
Using ItO's rule and integration by parts, we find 
dZcp(Xt) = [2fAV(Xt ) — e(Xt)(1 +e2t )_3 2t2 1h(t,X t )1 2 ] dt 
+ZtdM' + c(Xt)(1 + e2t )_2 2t h* (t,Xt)dYt 
By taking conditional expectation and applying (2.31) and (2.32), we get 
llo(c7) 
E[2(x)Iy] = 1+e + 
+ I E [2:Aco(x s ) _eco(x s )(2:) 2 (1+ezs )_ h lh(s,xs )1 2 1ys ] ds 
.Jo 
+ I E[p(XS)2(1+E21s)_1h*(xs)IYs]dYs 	 (2.34) 
.Jo 
Now let & tend to U. We have 
E[2co(Xt)IYt} - P((P) 
For almost every s € [O,t] E[2Acp(X3)IY] 	.' p(A((p)) 	a.s. 
and, because the last sequence remains bounded by the integrable random variable 
Ay E[Z IYt] which is in L' ((0, T) x ; dt (9 dP) we get 
I0t 
	IroE[2;A(y)IY]ds - 	
p3 (A(y))ds 	a.s. 
. 
Also 
lim&cp(Xs)(2) 2 (1 +eZ5)'h(s,X 8 )I 2 = 0 P—a.s., dt - a.e. 
E-40 
& 	 + &2)—' I !h(X3)12 < 11h 11 2  IlII 2 
which is integrable over the space 0 x [0, t] with respect to P x dt. Thus using the 
Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain that the integral J &E[(X)(Z) 2 (1 + 
c28 ) -1 h(s,X 8 )I 2 IYs}dS tends to 0 as & tends to 0. 
It only remains to show that f0t 	 X)Iy]dY - .It, p3 (hy)dY 8 
to complete the proof of the Zakai theorem. 
First note that fE[ç'(X 3)2(1 +&Z3 )_lh*(s,X s )IY s]dYs  is a well defined square 
integrable martingale since 
E [ .f' (t[~o (X s )2s~ (l +&2Sy1h*(XS)IYS))2ds]  	IkII 2 11h11 2 
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We show now that Jg p3 (h*p)dY is well defined. The process E[23 1y5] is a martingale 
with respect to the Brownian filtration 3.' hence it has a continuous version (see Corollary 
2.3.2 in [36]). This implies that p3(1)  is bounded a.s. on compact intervals and also 
P(h1*Y) is bounded on compact intervals. Hence 
[ft 
(Ps (h* 0)) 2  ds <] = 1 
and therefore the stochastic integral is well defined and is a local martingale. 
pt 	 rt 
/ E[ço(X)2(1 +623)_lh*(S,Xs)IYsJdYs - / Ps ( 1 * S ) t fs = .0 	 .0 
.10 E[y(x)E2(2 + e2s)(1 ± 
e2s )_ 2  h* (s, X5)Jy3]dY8. 
In order to show that the term on the right hand side of the above inequality converges 
to 0, at least for a convenient subsequence e, we use the following property of stochastic 
integrals (see, for instance [4], pp.  34) 
Proposition 5 Let (ft F, P) be a probability space and {B, F} be a standard n-dimen-
sional Brownian motion defined on this space and 'I', W be Ft -adapted process such that 
'I'ds < oc, f 'I'2 ds <oc, P-a.s. and 
lim 
 /
- W) 2 ds = 0 
0 
in probability, then 
lim sup 
	
(W - W)dB 3 = 0 
tE[0,T ]  .  
.1 
 
in probability. 
\\Te show that 
(t[~o (X.,),F2 .,2 (2 +e2)(1 +e2)_2h*(s,X3)y])2ds 	0, P - 
at least for a convenient sequence . Obviously it is enough to show that 
t 
 
(t[c2,2 (2 + e2)(1 ± e28 )_2 ty] 	-2 ds ' 0 P - a.s.. 	(2.35)L  
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Since 
E[e2(2 ± e2)(1 + E2) 2 IY3]ds 
= E / e2(2 + 	± e2) 2ds . 0 
for a convenient subsequence 
+ 	+ e8)2IY] - 0, P - a.s., dt - a.e. 
which implies, that P - a.s. 
+ 	+ e25) 2 Iy] -+ 0, for almost every S E 10, t] 
and, for the same subsequence 
(f[e2,2 (2 +e 3 )(1 +62s )_2 1Y5 1) - 0, for almost every s e [0,t] 
Moreover, this is bounded by 4(E[ZIY5])2 , which is continuous in time (see Corollary 
2.3.2 in [36]), hence bounded on compact intervals, and (2.35) is proved. 
From (2.26) and (2.33) one obtains that 
Theorem 4 The conditional distribution of X given the observation process Y, i.e., iTt, 
satisfies the following evolution equation (called the Kushner-Stratonovitch equation) 
io
t 	I t 
1rt (() = iro (ço) + 	ir3 (Ap)ds + / (ir(hço) - iT s (h*)irs (co))(dYir(h)ds) 	(2.36)  Jo 
where y is in the domain of the infinitesimal generator A. 
Proof. 
From (2.33), one obtains that pt(l)  satisfies the following equation 
t 
Pt(l) = 1 + fo Ps (h*) s 
which gives 
Pt(1) = 1 + 	ps(1)iTs(h*)dys 
.0 
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and using Ito's rule one can prove that pt(l)  is explicitly given by 
Pt(l) = exp 
( ./0
- I 8 (h*) S (h)dS 
 2 Jo 
and, hence 
7t ( 1 ) 	 . 0 	 Jo 5
( ) 
1 =exp (_/t 7rs(h* )dys+ 1 
d_ 
Pt ( 1 ) 	Pt (l) 
1 = 1 [_lrt (h*)dYt +lrt (h*) irt (h)dt] 	 (2.37) 
By using (stochastic) integration by parts, (2.37), the Zakai equation for Pt(')  and the 
Kallianpur-Striebel formula, we obtain the stochastic differential equation satisfied by 
71 t 
= Pt( 	
Pt(l) 
dirt ((p) = 7rt (A())dt + 7rt(h*g)dYt  + 7rt (ç2) [_7rt(h*c,)dYt  + 7rt (h*) 1rt (h)dt] 
_7rt (h*) 7rt (h)dt 
which gives us the result. 
The two theorems are valid for h unbounded and only satisfying (2.6), proofs for 
the two theorems under wider conditions can be found in [3], [4], [36] and the references 
therein. 
2.5 Uniqueness Results 
This section contains two similar results: if a process (belonging to a class to be specified) 
satisfies the equation (2.33) (respectively (2.36)), then it is almost surely equal to Pt 
( respectively to 7r t ). Let 5L(E) be the space of bounded Borel functions endowed 
with the bp-convergence (bounded and pointwise) topology, i.e., an e 13W(E) converges 
to a E B-(E), if sup E E Ian(x)I remains bounded and a(x) -p a(x), for all x e E. 
The bp-convergence topology is also known as the weak topology on 8(E) (the space 
of bounded Borel functions). Let also (L'(c2,yt,P)) °  be the space of Yt-measurable, 
integrable random variables endowed with the weak topology, (L 00 ([O,T],B(E))Y IJ be 
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the space of uniformly bounded functions defined on [0, t] with values in 13(E) endowed 
with the weak topology and 
Z,(0,T) = {O(t, w) EL' ((0, T) x 1l;dt(DdP) ,for almost all t,O(t,.) E L'(c,Y,P)} 
Remark 4 The 'annorrnalised conditional probability p belongs to the class 
((L°° ([O, T], 8(E)))w,  (L,,(O, T))°) and for all t, Pt  E £(811'(E), (L' (ft Yt, p))w) 
We want to prove that if p' (respectively, 71') belongs to same class as p (respectively, 
71) and satisfies the Zakai equation (respectively, the Kushner-Stratonovitch equation) 
then p and p' coincide. For this to hold we need to introduce an extra assumption: 
Assumption A. For any smooth bounded function r: [0,T] 	R  there exists a set M 
of functions bp-dense in Cb(E) such that, for every ço E MT,, the equation 
{ 	ô(t,x) - A(t, x) + i(t, x) h* x)r(t) = 0 	
(2.38) at 
(T, x) = y(x) 
has a unique solution 0 such that 0(t,.) E V(A) and 2LLI E Cb(E) for all t e [0,T}. 
Next we present a generic case where the property A holds. Let E = Rd and A be 
the second order elliptic differential operator 
A= 	 fi '9  + 
z=1 	2,3=1 
where f2, a2j : R'1 -p R, i,j = 1...d are continuous bounded functions and V(A) consists 
of the set of bounded continuous functions with bounded continuous first and second 
derivatives. Then we have the following theorem (with a proof similar to that of Propo-
sition 4.2.1, pp.  90, [3]), 
Theorem 5 Let us assume that w : Rd - C is a bounded continuous twice differentiable 
function such that, äxx,' 	1...d are bounded and the following two conditions azi 
are satisfied by h and the coefficients of A 
i. h, i = 1...m are bounded continuous functions differentiable in the time variable and 
twice differentiable in the space variable and h 	a2 hi  i = 1.. .d are uniformly at ' OX.' *9xx j ' 
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bounded. 
ii. f2, a22 , i,j = 1...d, h2 are continuous bounded functions, twice differentiable with 
the property that aLi , --- 	• 	i,j,k,l = 1...d are uniformly bounded. 
0XX,' OSk' Oxkxz' 
then the system (2.38) has a unique solution /' such that '  -- 	 are bounded.Oxj 
Let e denote the class of functions where we seek solutions to the two equations, i.e., 
E) = fp(-)EC((L-([O,T],L3(E)))-,(LY'(O,T))-), 
Vt,p(.) E 
Theorem 6 Assuming that A holds, then there exists a unique solution of the Zakai 
equation (2.33) in the class E 
Proof. We want to show that for arbitrary T , if we have two solutions of the Zakai 
equation p and p' then 
PT() = p-('), V(P E 8''(E) 
In fact, it is enough to show the above identity for y  belonging to a bp-dense subset of 
B°(E) If ET E ST (see (2.27)), then, using stochastic integration by parts and the Zakai 
equation, we obtain 
[pT(v(T))eT1 = o(v(0)) +[/T Ps (v(s s ( "v(s) - Av(s) + i v (s )h*(s )r( s )) ds] 
(2.39) 
where v is a reasonably smooth bounded function. The analogous equation holds for p'. 
Now if we take v to be the solution of (2.38) for y E MT, and r smooth and bounded, 
then 
E[PT((P)ET] = 7ro((0,.)) = 
which implies that E[pT()eT] = E[p(co)eT] for any Borel bounded r and using Lemma 
1 we get that PT() = p(co) for all (p E MT,r. Since MT,r  is bp-dense in C'b(E) thus also 
in Bv(E), we get that PT = p'7. as elements in (L'(l,Yt,P))'.  Since T was arbitrarily 
taken, Zakai equation has a unique solution in any interval 10, TJ. 
Before proceeding to prove the uniqueness of the solution of the Kushner- Stratonovit ch 
equation we need the following simple lemma 
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Lemma 4 For all t e [0,T], we have 
E[ZtIYt]E[ZtIYt] = 1, P - a.s. 	 (2.40) 
Proof. Let a be a bounded Yt-measurable function, then 
E[E[ZtIYt]a] = E[Zta] 
Hence 
[E[ZtIYt]aZt] = .[ZtaZt] = E[1 a] 
which in turn implies (2.40). 
U 
Remark 5 Since P is absolutely continuous with respect to P, (2.40) holds also P—a.s.. 
Theorem 7 Assuming that A holds, there exists a unique solution of the Kushner-
Stratonovitch equation (2.36) in the class e. 
Proof. The key point of the proof is that the integrated forms of the Zakai and Kushner 
Stratonovitch equation coincide, except that P plays the rOle of P. But first observe 
that using the notation of the previous theorem 
E[p(v(T))ex] = E[pT(v(T))ETE[ZtIYt]] 
= E [PT(v(T))CT — ' 
E[Zt lY t
]] 
= E [rT(v(T))T] 
and proving the analogous formula from the right hand side of (2.39) we obtain that 
T 
	("v(s)E[T(v(T))ET] = o(v(0)) +E if ¶(v(s)) as  - Av(s) +i v (s)h*(s)r(s)) ds] [.Jo 
and uniqueness follows from a similar argument to before. 
. 
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2.6 The Measure Valued Processes asociated to the Filter-
ing Problem 
This section contains results concerning the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
of Zakai equation and Kushner Stratonovitch equation, regarded as measure valued 
processes. The proof of the results can be found in [30] and the references therein. 
Proposition 6 There exists a P(E)-valued, càdlàg, Yt -adapted process c such that 
(a(t),y) = 7r t (), for all t > 0, 	 (2.41) 
for all ç9 E 13(E), and the identity (2.41) means that the two processes are indistinguish-
able 
'We define the MF(E)-valued process U as follows 
U(t) = exp ( i (a(s),h*)dYs - / I(a( s),h)I 2 ds) a(t) 	(2.42) 
It can be shown that U(t) satisfies 
(U(t), c') = Pt ((P) 
	
(2.43) 
for all y  E 13(E) and the identity (2.43) means that the two processes are indistinguish-
able. From (2.33) and (2.36), we have that U satisfies the equation 
(U(t),ço) = (c(0),y) + 	(U(s),Aço)ds + /
0 
(U(s),h*p)dY I.
and c satisfies the equation 
((t),) = (a(0),) + 
to 
(a(s),A)ds + 
/ ((a (s), h" W) - ( a(s) , h*)(a(s) ,y )) (dY5 - 
for every y e V(A) , t > 0. 
Let A0 be the restriction of A to Co(E). We assume that the domain of A0 is a 
dense algebra in Co(E) (in particular that if f E 'D(Ao), then f 2  E D(Ao)) and that the 
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martingale problem for A0 is well posed. 
Theorem 8 Assume that A0 satisfies the conditions from above, i.e., A0 : Co(E) - 
Co(E), D(Ao) is a dense algebra of Co(E), the martingale problem for A0 is well posed 
and fh2 E Co(E) for all f E V(Ao), 1 < i < m. Let a' be an Yt-adapted cadlag 
2(E)-valued process such that 
(a'(t), ) = (a (0), ) + f(a'(s), Ay)ds + 
L ((aF( 5)h*) - ( a ( s) , h*)(aI(s ) , )) 
x (dY 8 - (a'(s), h)ds) 	 (2.44) 
for every çP E D(Ao) , t < T. Then a'(t) = a(t) for all t < T a.s.. 
Theorem 9 Assume that A0 satisfies the conditions from above, i.e.. A 0 Co(E) -p 
Co(E), D(Ao) is a dense algebra of Co(E), the martingale problem for A0 is well posed 
and fh i E Co(E) for all f E D(Ao), 1 < i < in. Let U' be an Yt-adapted cadlag 
7(E)-valued process such that 
/0't 
	 I.t 
(U'(t),y) = (a(0),y) + 	 (U'(s),Ay)ds + / ( Uf( s ) , h* y )dYs 	(2.45) 
. .0 
for every (p e V(Ao) U {1} , t < T. Then U'(t) = U(t) for all t < T a.s.. 
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Chapter 3 
Finite dimensional Filters 
3.1 The Benes Filter 
The Beneg filter (see [2]) is one of the few nonlinear filters that admit explicit solutions. 
In the following, we give a direct computation of the unnormalised conditional density 
for the Beneg filter using an explicit expression of the Laplace transform of a functional 
of Brownian motion. The same functional gives us the formula for the normalized con-
ditional density for two particular filters. 
Here is how we will proceed. We start by presenting the characteristics of the Bene 
filter and then, in the next section we compute the Laplace transform of a functional of 
Brownian motion of the form 
a(Bt)+ / B(s)ds-- 
[ 
rBIds) IBt =6] 
EEexp( 	
1 
.10 	 2 .10 
where a ,O are functions and r is a matrix. Using this computation we find in the last 
section an explicit form of the unnormalised conditional density for the Beneg filter and 
normalise in two particular cases. 
We presume all the assumptions made in the previous chapter only this time E R, 
Xo xo E R and the drift in (2.7) is linear, i.e., h(x) = ax + b, where a,b E IL 
Because we don't want too many indices, we will treat only the one dimensional case. 
An extension to the n-dimensional case can be made along the same lines as in [2]. 
Let Ft = u(X; s < t). We assume that X is the solution of the martingale problem 
M. 
associated with the infinitesimal generator 
Aa = 	+ f', 
that is, for any E D(A), the process 
= 	- co(Xo) -. f AV(X,)ds, F t , o < t <00, 
is a martingale. We also assume that the drift coefficient satisfies the Beneg condition 
f'(x)+f2 (x)+(ax)2 =(px)2 + 2xq+r, p,q,rER, xEIR 	(3.1) 
( f is the derivative of f). Under these conditions (see [38], Chapter II, Th. 2), the 
process defined by the relation 
MX = - - / f(X8)ds 
is an J-adapted local martingale with quadratic variation 
<M' >t=  t 
hence a standard Brownian motion. In consequence, the process X is the solution of the 
following stochastic differential equation 
Xt =xo+/ f(X)ds+V 
where {V, Tt; t > O} is a standard Brownian motion and, in fact we can consider the 
pair {(X, Y); t > O} as the solution of the following stochastic differential system 
dX t = f(X t )dt+dVt , 	 (3.2) 
dY = (aX t + b)dt + dWt , 	 (3.3) 
where V and W are independent processes, Xo = xO and Yo = 0. After the change of 
measure presented in the previous chapter, for a given w E 11 and Y(w) the corresponding 
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path, we can express lrt using the Kallianpur-Striebel formula: 
- E [c,(Xt)exp (f(aX s +b)dY3 (w) - J(aX3  ±b)2ds)] 
	
7rt()(w) - 	 - 
E [exp (f~t (aX, + b)dY3 (w) - l Jot 	+ b)2d.$)] 
In this case we are able to compute the density of the unnormalised conditional distrib-
ution of the signal 
t 	 ' 
p(z)(w)dz = E [1{xtedZ} exp (10 
(aXe + b)dY3 (w) - 
1 
	(aXe + b) 2ds 	(3.4) 2 .10 
and then, by normalising it, we obtain the density of iTt 
3.2 The Computation of an Exponential Functional of Brown-
ian Motion 
Let {B t ; t > O} be a d-dimensional Brownian motion, starting at the origin. Let also 
a : R' -p R be a function, /3: [0, t] Rd be a continuous function, F a d x d real matrix 
and 5 E Rd. In this section, we compute the following functional of B 
ELexp( 	
1 
a(Bt) + / B/3(s)ds - - / I FB 1 2 ds) IBt = ô]. 	(3.5) 
.10 	 2 .10 
To obtain a closed formula for (3.5), we use Levy's diagonalisation procedure, a powerful 
tool for deriving explicit formulae. Other results and techniques of this kind can be found 
in [44] and the references therein. For s < t the orthogonal decomposition of B 3 with 
respect to Bt is B3 = fBt + (B 3 - fBt) and using the Fourier decomposition of the 
Brownian motion (Wiener's construction of the Brownian motion) 
/sin 
Bs=.Bt+V.. 	,, ek, 	0
<
st, 	 (3.6) 
k>1 
where ek  are standard normal random vectors with independent entries and independent 
of Bt and the infinite sum has a subsequence of its partial sums uniformly convergent 
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almost surely (cf [32], PP.  22). Using (3.6), the expression (3.5) becomes 
e"E ex (\/i[/6 + —1 k 	
1J0 ,
/sin 	
2
ds)
k~ 1 	
2
(k~ 1 
t 
I
k226rr]k 	
'' 	
- k,r 'k 1 
(3.7) 
where 
6* ft 	 IroI2 ii = a(ö) ± 
- I s/3(s)ds 
- 6 t Jo 
and 
1 k 
t 	sin 
= 	 tds 
fT 
kir 
Using the fact that 
ID
t sin 
k1sir 
. = 0, Vk 1 ,k2 ~ 1, k 1 /=k2 
and integrating from 0 to t, the functional becomes 
_____ e'E 
	
Fexp 	((i4 + 1 k* r*r) k - 	 I F 1 2)]. 	(3.8) k2 r2 	 2k27-, 2
[ 	k>1 
Without loss of generality, we consider the case in which I'I' is diagonal (one can choose 
the appropriate metric for this). 
Let < be the exponential in (3.8) and 7 i be the i-th entry on the diagonal of 
Let also /4, 6 and 13 be the i-th coordinate of 	6 and, , respectively. We define the 
o-fields 
= a(eI p > k), 
c = flck. 
k>1 
Using the independence of , ..., , ... and the 0-1 -Law, we get that 
( 
 
n Gk  
Since ck  is a decreasing sequence of o --fields, Levy's 'Downward' theorem (cf [43], PP 
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136) tells us that 
E 1( nGk j  = urn E[( Ick]. 
L Ik>1 
Hence we can first determine E[Igk]  and then take the limit to obtain the expectation 
in (3.8). The result is 
LL
. 6.t 
d 	 (4 + (-1, k27r2) 	
(3.9) 
1 	 _____________________________ e'fJ exp 
i=1  
JIk~ 1 
[2 
+ i] 	k>1 	
t(j. 2 + 1) 
The expression (3.9) contains one infinite product and three infinite sums which we 
compute using the following classical identities 
H L1 	
1 2 1 	sinh (in) 	 1 	1 	
-), 
1 
k~ 1 	
+ 
in 	' 	 z 2 +  k2-,r2  = 	
(cothz 
- 2z Z 
k> 1 
	
cos kr 	in e(7T)z + e_(T_ 
z+k 2z 	e — e_ 	22' 	
VrE[0,2in], 
k> 1 
cos kr 	in e z + e 
l_1Cz2+k2=e1rz_e_7rz -, 	
VrE[—in,ir] 
k~ 1 
and Ek>1  
1 	7r 2  (cf [341);  we finally find the closed formula for the Brownian functional 
(3.5) 
d / 	 S  sinh((s - t) vP7) sinh(s'j) 
e'' fJ exp 
i=1 V sinh(t) 	(.I L 	sinh(t) 	 (s)(s')ds'ds 
+oi 
fo 
t 
sinh(sV1)L3()d - /coth(tv')2 	
52\ 
 sinh(t/) 	 2 	
+ (3.10) 
3.3 Application to the Filtering Problem 
We use the explicit form (3.10) of (3.5) to compute the unnormalised conditional density 
of the signal (3.4). We note first that, the Ito integral J(aX3 + b)dY8 coincides with 
the Stratonovitch integral .f(aXs + b)dY 3 , so we can view this integral as if it were a 
Stieltjes integral with respect to a smooth function. Next we change the probability so 
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that X becomes a Brownian motion. For this we introduce the process 
def 
Ut = exp (- .f f(X)dV 8 — ft f2(xS)dS), 
which is a martingale if we impose some restrictive conditions on f (linear growth for 
instance). We introduce the probability measure P such that 
dP 
IFUt, Vt>O. 
dP 
Again Girsanov's theorem tells as that under P 
(_/t f(x)ds) 
is a standard Brownian motion and using again the Kallianpur-Striebel formula and the 
independence of the processes X and Y, the expectation in (3.4) becomes 
/ .t 
E1{ XO+w E dZ} exp ( / (a(xo ± 	+ b)dY8 () + ( f(xo  + 
.0 
-- I (a(xo+Vs)±b)+(f(xü±Vs))2 ds)
210 ______E 
	( [ aVV(dY 3 (w) - bds) 
h2t(z-xp)2 
	[exp 
l' 
- 
	
1 	 d+f(xO + 	 +7 	
t =_], 	
(3.11)(f( xO +) 	 +(a(xO 	)s)/  
where F is an antiderivative of f. By imposing the Beneg condition (3.1), (3.11) can be 
written as 
t e0vE [exp ( 	3 (adY3 (w) —uds) — ft(PfV.,)2 	i = z _ XO
\..'o 2  
where v = bY — F(xo) + xo(aYt - abt - q) - (b2+(pxo)2+r)t and u = ab+q+p2xo. Finally, 2 
using (3.10), we obtain the explicit form of the unnormalised conditional density 
UO 
t S
(adY5i(w) — uds')(adYs (cs..') - uds) pt(z)(w) - 	 exp 	
[ sinh(p(s - t)) sinh(ps)
- 27rsinh(pt) 	. psinh(pt) 
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+v + F(z) + (z - X0)
[ sinh(ps) 
(adY - uds) - 
pcoth (pt) (z - XØ)2). 	(3.12) 
•,o sinh(pt) 	 2 
We observe that 
p 	
t 5 sinh(p(s - t)) sinh(ps') 
2sinh(pt) exp (L . 	psinh(pt) 	(adY8i(w) - uds')(adY3() - uds) 
- x0 fo siSiflh(PS) (adY(w) - 'ads) 
pcoth (pt) 2 
 nh(pt) 	 - 	2 
is independent of z, hence the relevant part of pt(z)() is 
exp (F(z) + z(a f sinh(Ps) dy( ) ± pxo 	ab + q tanh —j tp'\ 	 z pcoth (pt) 2) __ - 	 --- \ j sinh(pt) 	sinh (pt) p 	2 / 2 
(3.13) 
Remark 6 We observe that, for large t, (3.13) is approximately equal to 
F(z) +z (a / . 	dY() - ab+ \ exp 
( 	
/ ft sinh( q 	P _ 
.it' sinh(pt) 	
- Z
2 
) 	
t <<t 
hence the past observations become quickly (exponentially) irrelevant. 
If a = p, q = 0 and r > 0 in (3.1), then the drift in the equation (3.2) satisfies the 
particular Ricatti equation 
f'(x)+f 2(x)=r, xER, 
which has the solution 
- e_ '/  KeVr-x 
f(x)=V/:Ke.f7:x+e_,/7:x 
	
R. 
In this case, we can explicitly normalize p(t). By normalizing, we obtain the density 
lrt (z)(w) of the conditional measure itt. Namely, itt will appear as 
= fR O(z)irt(z)(Lu)dz. 
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If we denote with tt(Y())  the quantity 
t sinh(as) 	________ axQ af0  sinh(at)0'8(W) + sinh(at) - btanh 
acoth(at) 
then the normalized conditional density has the form 
r 	- a c.th(ot) (z-t (Y (w))) 2 
7Tt(Z)(L)) 
- Jacoth(at) 	Kez1'+e_zsj 	 -______  
- 	2 	Kett(Y()) 	+ e_Lt(Y(w))e 
2acoth(at) 2 
Fa coth(at) 	 ___________  
= V 
 
-27r 
exp (F(z) - F(tt(Y(w))) - 	
r 	acoth(at) 
(z - 
2acoth(at) - 	2  
(3.14) 
Remark 7 In this case, the conditional density of the signal, when t is very large is 
r a 
t(Z)(W) 	exp (F(z) - F (tt,t'(Y(w))) - 	- (z - 
7T 	
2a 	2 
t sinh(as) 
where t,'(Y()) = It' sinh(at) Y8(t) + xo - and t' < t. 
Another particular case when one can normalize is when the drift in (3.2) is linear, 
that is, 
f(x)=cx+d, c,dEIl. 
In this case, if Xo = 0, then the conditional law lr t () is Gaussian with mean 
d + a j sinh(s'1a2+c2)dy(W) - tanh('Vc2+a2) (ab + cd) 0 sinh(tVa2 +c2 ) 	 /a2 +c2 
a2 -+C2  coth(tv"a2 + c2 ) - c 
and variance 
1 
/a2 -+C2  coth(t-,/-a- c2coth(tv'a2 -+ C2) - c' 
as one would expect from computing the classical Ricatti equation for the variance and 
the stochastic differential equation for the mean. 
Remark 8 For large t, the conditional distribution of the signal is normal with mean 
approximately equal to 
d + a r t sinh(sv'a2+c2)dy(W) - ab+cd t' sinh(tV'a2 +c2 ) 	v'a2 +c2 
s/i2 + c2 - c 
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and variance roughly v'a2 +c2 _c 
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Chapter 4 
Convergence Results 
In this chapter we present a series of results which will be used in the next two chapters 
to construct several measure valued processes arising as limits of branching particle 
systems (Dawson - Watanabe processes). There are a good number of construction and 
characterisations of these processes, such as [12], [22], [28], [29], [41] [42]. All the proofs 
of the results presented here can be found in [1], [15] and [39]. \Ve start with several 
background results on convergence in distribution. 
4.1 Convergence in distribution 
Let {E, d} be a separable metric space and let 8(E) denote the space of bounded Borel 
functions on E, let Cb(E)  denote the space of bounded continuous functions on E, Co(E) 
denote the space of continuous functions vanishing at infinity (we define this set in the 
case in which E is locally compact), CK(E)  the space of continuous functions with 
compact support, MF(E) the space of positive finite Borel measures, P(E) the space of 
Borel probability measures on E. 
We endow Cb(E), Co(E), CK(E) with the topology generated by the supremum 
norm 	, where 
Of 11 	sup  If W1 
xEE 
We remark that, with this norm, Cb(E),  Co(E) and CK(E)  become Banach space and, 
since E is separable, Co(E) and CK(E)  are also separable, but Cb(E)  is not necessarily. 
We also endow MF(E)  and 'P(E) with the weak topology, i.e., ji E MF(E) (respec- 
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tively, 2(E)) converges weakly to i E MF(E) (respectively, 2(E)) if for all f E Gb(E), 
f) = (p, f) (for ii e MF(E) (respectively, 2(E)) and E Cb(E), (v, f) de-
notes the integral of f with respect to ii). We denote weak convergence by p u. The 
distribution of an E-valued random variable X, with respect to a reference probability 
P, denoted by PX', is the probability measure given by PX'(B) P(X E B). 
A sequence X, of E-valued random variables is said to converge in distribution to the 
E-valued random variable X, if PX;' converges weakly to PX', or equivalently, if 
lim E[f(X)] = E[f(X)], for all f E Cb(E), 
n—oo 
where E denotes the expectation with respect to the probability measure P. We will 
denote convergence in distribution by X 	X. 
We introduce the Prohorov metric on 2(E) 
p(P,Q) = inf{E > O;P(F) Q(FE)  +e for all F CE closed}, 	(4.1) 
where FE = {x E E;d(x,F) <}. 
Remark 9 The Prohorov metric is uniformly bounded by 1, i.e., 
p(P,Q) 1, for all P,Q E 2(E). 
The next theorem shows us that weak convergence topology is metrisable; weak 
convergence is equivalent to convergence in the Prohorov metric. 
Theorem 10 Let (E, d) be a separable metric space and let {P} C 2(E) and P E 
2(E). Then the following six conditions are equivalent: 
lim..p(Pn,P) = 0. 
P, = P. 
C. lim 	.1 fdP = f fdP for all uniformly continuous f E Cb(E). 
P(F) :5 P(F) for all closed sets F C E. 
1iminf 	P,, (G) ~! P(G) for all open sets G C E. 
P(A) = P(A) for all P-continuity sets A C E (A is a P-continuity set if 
P(0A) = 0). 
Corollary 1 Let P,, n = 1, 2, ..., and P belong to 2(E) and let S' be a Borel subset of 
S. For n = 1,2, ..., suppose that p(SF) = P(S') = 1 and let P and P be the restrictions 
of P and P to SF.  Then P P on S if and only if P P' on 5'. 
Corollary 2 Let (E, d) be a metric space and let {X}, {Y}, n = 1,2, ... and X be 
E-valued random variables. If X = X and d(X, Y) -+ 0 in probability, then Y, - X. 
The next theorem is actually Theorem 1.7, PP.  101 from [15]. 
Theorem 11 If E is separable, then 7(E) is separable. If, in addition, (E, d) is com-
plete, then (2(E), p) is complete. 
For the next two chapters, we need a good criterion of convergence in distribution of 
a sequence of E-valued random variables {X}, or, equivalently, weak convergence of the 
distribution of {X}. A common approach for verifying the convergence of a sequence 
{ 
x,} of elements of a metric (metrisable) space is to first show that {x} is contained in 
some compact set and then to show that every convergent subsequence must converge 
to the same element x. Since we now know that 2(E) is a metric (metrisable) space, 
we can use this approach to prove that the distribution of {X} is convergent. So we 
would need to show that the sequence x, is relatively compact. Consequently, we need 
criteria for relative compactness in 2(E). 
A probability measure P E 2(E) is said to be tight if for each e > 0 there exists 
a compact set K C E such that P(K) ~! 1 - c. A family of probability measures 
M C 2(E) is said to be tight if for each e > 0 there exists a compact set K E E such 
that 
inf P(K)> 1 — e 
PEM 
Proposition 7 If (E, d) is complete and separable, then each P E 2(E) is tight. 
Theorem 12 (Prohorov) Let (E, d) be complete and separable, and let M C 2(E). 
Then M is relatively compact if and only if M is tight. 
Tightness is a crucial concept since it gives us a convenient characterisation of relative 
compactness. Our goal is to look at convergence in distribution for processes. 
Next we apply these results to the space DE[0,  oo) consisting of all right continu-
ous functions x : [0,00) -+ E with left limits (cadlag functions), i.e., for each t > 0, 
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lim5 ..... t+ x(s) = x(t) and lim.... t _ x(s) exists. In order to apply the previous results we 
need to define a metric on DE[O,  oo) under which DE[0, c) is a complete separable 
metric space. 
Let (E, r) be a metric space. Let A' be the collection of (strictly) increasing functions 
A mapping [0, oo) onto [0, oo) (in particular, A(0) = 0 and limt_.00 A(t) = oo, and A is 
continuous). Let A be the set of Lipschitz continuous functions A E A' such that 
	
def I 	)() - A(t) I y(A) = sup hog I <00 
s>t ~oI 	s —t 
For x,y E DE[0,3), define 
00 
d(x, y) = inf [(A) V 	e_ud(x, y, A, u) du 	 (4.2) 
/ AEA 
where 
d(x,y,A,u) = sup r(x(t A u), y(A(t) Au)) Al 
t>o 
Remark 10 The function d is a metric on DE[0,00)  and the topology induced on 
DE [0,  co) by d is called the Skorohod topology. 
Theorem 13 If E is separable, then DE [0,  oo) is separable. If (E, r) is complete, then 
(DE[O,co),d) is complete. 
In order to apply Prohorov's theorem to P(DE[0,00)) we need to characterise the 
compact sets in DE[O,  oo). The conditions for compactness are stated in terms of the 
following modulus of continuity. For x e DE  [0, oo), S > 0, and T > 0, define 
w'(x,S,T) = inf max sup r(x(s),x(t)), 	 (4.3) 
s,tE[t_i ,t1) 
where {t} ranges over all partitions of the form 0 = to <t1 < ... < t_1 <T < t with 
min1<<(t2 - t2_1) > S and n > 1. Note that w'(x, 5, T) is nondecreasing in S and in T, 
and that n > 1. 
Theorem 14 Let (E, r) be complete. Then the set A C DE[0,00) relatively compact if 
and only if the following two conditions hold: 
a. For every rational t > 0, there exists a compact set rt c E such that x(t) E rt for 
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all x E A. 
b. For each T> 0, 
lim sup w'(x,ö,T) = 0 
60 sEA 
Remark 11 In Theorem 14 it is actually necessary that for each T > 0 there exists a 
compact set FT C E such that x(t) E FT for all 0 < t < T and all x E A. 
Theorem 15 Let (E,r) be complete and separable, and let {X} 1 be a sequence of 
processes with sample paths in DE[0, oo). Then {X} 1 is relatively compact if and 
only if the following conditions hold: 
For every 77 > 0 and rational t < 0, there exists a compact set r,7 , t C E such that 
lim inf P(Xn (t) E 	> 1 - ii. n—oo 
For every rj > 0 and T > 0, there exists ö > 0 such that 
lim sup P(w'(Xn , 6, T) ~! 7) < 77. 
n—+oo 
Remark 12 In fact, if {X} 1 is relatively compact, then the stronger compact con-n= 
tainment condition holds; that is, for every i > 0 and T > 0 there is a compact set 
E E such that 
infP(X(t) E I',7,t for 0 < t < T) > 1 - 77 
Theorem 16 Let E be separable and let X, n = 1, 2, ..., and X be processes with 
sample paths in DE[0 , 00). 
If X n converges in distribution to X, then 
(X(tl),...,X(tk)) 	(X(tl),...,X(tk)) 	 (4.4) 
for every finite set {tl,...,tk} C [0,00), Ic >0. 
If {X} is relatively compact and there exists a dense set D E [0, cx) such that (4.4) 
holds for every finite set 14, ...,tk}, then X converges in distribution to X. 
Theorem 17 Let (E, r) be complete and separable, and let {X} be a sequence of 
processes with sample paths in DE[O,00).  Suppose that the compact containment con-
dition holds. Let H be a dense subset of Cb(E)  in the topology of uniform convergence 
on compact sets. Then {X} is relatively compact if and only if f o {X} is relatively 
compact as a family of processes with sample paths in Dj[O, oo) for each f e H. 
We end this section with the following result which is contained in the proof of 
Theorem 4.8.2 from [15]. 
Theorem 18 Let (c, F, P) be a probability space on which we have defined the filtration 
.Ft and {M, t > O} be an Ft -adapted process. We assume that 
= a(X5 , Yu ; s E [O,t],u E [0, 00)) 
where X, Y are processes with cadlag paths and have values in some separable complete 
metric space E. Then Mt is a martingale with respect to the filtration Ft if 
+ s) - 	(t))ll 1f(X(t))H,cL.1f2F,(Y(tI,))dP = 0 	(4.5) 
for all k,k'>0,0tl<t2< ... <tkt,0t'l<t'2<  ... <t'k <00,8>_O, 
4.2 Convergence in distribution for measure valued processes 
We now take the general results in the previous section and apply them to processes with 
values in MF(E) with E is a locally compact complete metric space. \Ve endow MF(E) 
with the weak topology. To be able to apply the previous results, the weak topology on 
MF(E) should be metrisable. But MF(E) is homeomorphic with [0, oo) x P(E) with all 
the elements of type 0 x P identified with a generic null element {0}, the homeomorphism 
being 
p E MF(E) -p (IL (E), (E) 	
(0, co) x P(E) 	 (4.6) 
IL 
for p non-trivial and the null measure corresponding to 0. We introduce the following 
metric on Mp'(E) 
d(p,v)=p(_
V  
p(E) v(E) x min(p(E),v(E)) + Ip(E) - v(E) I 
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if , ii are non-trivial and d(/2, 0) = 1i(E) for i non-trivial finite measures. 
Remark 13 The function d is a distance and it generates the weak topology, i.e., 
1im 	d(p, t) = 0  if 	 f) = (ii, f) for all f E Cb(E). 
Proof. In order to show that d is a distance, only the triangle rule is not be self-evident, 
but it is still simple algebra. Here are the generic cases 
0 < 1i(E) <v(E) <(E) then 
	
d(, ii) :5 (P Il
(1
(E) ,  (E) + 	
ii 
(E)' 
e 	1(E) + (E) - v(E) + (E) - 
d(p, ) + d(e, v) 
0 < y(E) 	(E) < v(E) then 
____ 
(E)' (E) + p( (E)' e(E)) ft(E) + v(E) 
- (E) + (E) - 
< d(ji, ) + d(e, u) 
0 <(E) <1t(E) <v(E) then 
d(1t, u) :!~ P( 	v(E) )((E) - (E)) + (P() e(E) ± P(U(E) (E))) (E) 
+z-'(E) - 
~ d(,) +d(e,v) +p(_
V 
 )(1t(E) —e(E)) - (it(E) —(E)) 
1t(E)'v(E) 
d(u, ) -F d(, v) 
0 = p(E) <v(E) :!~ (E) then 
d(p,v) = v(E) 	(E) +d(e,v) :~ d(/L) +d(,v) 
0 = 	 <v(E) then 
d(jt, v) = v(E) 	(E) + d(e,  v) 	d(j, ) + d(., ii) 
0 = (E) <,i(E) <V(E) then 
d(p,v) v(E) !~ v(E) +ji(E) = d(p,e) +d(e,v) 
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We prove now the second assertion in the Remark. If u is trivial, then 
limd(z,j.t) = 0 	1imi,(E) = 0 . iim(,f) = 0 V E Cb(E). 
If t is non-trivial, there exists N > 0 such that for all n > N the measure An  is non-
trivial. Obviously 
\ 
urn (,f) = (,f) 	. lim 1i(E) = p(E) and lim p 
An 	L 
(E))
0 
n—.00 	 n—ce 	 (Pn(E)' noo 
urn 1i(E) = /1(E) and 
n—oo 
urn 	tin If f) VfECb(E). 
n—oo (An(E) )  
1im (,f) = (p,f), Vf E Cb(E). 
E 
Remark 14 The simpler 'distance'p( )  , -)+Ij.t(E) - v(E)I would not be suitable, 
because of the above identification. Let P and Q be two different probability measures. 
Then lim n_ P = limn—,,. Q = 0. Hence the distance between the terms of the 
sequence should tend to 0; instead it is constant and equal to p(P, Q). 
From the identification (4.6) and Theorem 11 we have the following 
Proposition 8 If E is separable, then P(E) is separable. If, in addition, (E, r) is 
complete, then (J'IF(E), d) is complete. 
Let {fk}k>o  be a sequence uniformly bounded by 1 such that sp{fk;  k > 0} is dense 
in CK(E) and we denote fo 	1. Then {fk}k>o  is convergence determining and the 
function d' defined by 	
00 1 
d'(/1,v) = 	- ((p,fk) - (u,fk)) 	 (4.7) 
is a metric equivalent to d. This fact leads to the following result (see [39] for a proof). 
If ir :MF(E) —* IR is defined as follows 
f,(/1) = (/1,1k) 
then we have the following 
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Theorem 19 Let {X} >o be a sequence of processes with sample paths in DAJF(E)[0,  oo). 
If, for each k E N, (7rfk(Xfl))fl>cj  forms a tight sequence of processes with sample paths 
in D[O,00), then {X} >0 is tight in DAJF(E)[0,00). 
We present now a result from [1] which will be used subsequently to prove that a 
sequence of processes satisfies condition b. from either Theorem 14 or Theorem 15. The 
theorem is stated for E = R. Let then {X} be processes with paths in Dj[O, 00) and 
let {r, ö} be such that 
for each n, -rn  is a stopping time to the process {X(t); 0 < t < 1}, with respect 
to the natural a-field and r, takes only finitely many values; 
for each n, 6?2  is a constant, 0 < bn < 1, and ö - 0 as n 	00. 
We are interested in the following condition on {X n }: 
X(r + 5) - X(r) - 0 for all sequences {T, 6n I satisfying a and b 	(4.8) 
where the convergence is in probability. 
Theorem 20 (Aldous) Suppose that {X} satisfies condition (4.8), and {X(t)} is 
tight on the line, for each t E [0, 1]. Then {X(t)} is tight in Dr[0,00). 
By combining Theorem 19 and Theorem 20 we obtain the following criterion for tight-
ness (relative compactness) of sequences of processes with sample paths in DAJF(E)[0,  co). 
Theorem 21 Let {X} >.o be a sequence of processes with sample paths in DAJ(E)[0,  oo). 
If the following two conditions are satisfied 
The mass process {(X(t), 1)}>o satisfies the compact containment condition, 
i.e., for all e there exists PvI such that 
infP((X(t),1) < Ali V t E [0,00)) > 1 -, 
For all k > 0 the sequence {(X(t), fk)}>o  satisfies condition (4.8), 
then the sequence is tight. 
We present next a transcription of Theorem 16. Again its proof can be found in [39] 
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Theorem 22 Let {X} 1 , X be processes with sample paths in DJtJF(E)  [0, oo) and 
{ f}i>o as above. If {X} 1 form a tight sequence and for all rn > 0 and each 
ti, t2,...,t 1 ER+ 
((X n (tl),fk i ),(X n (t2),fk 2 ),...,(Xn(tm),fk m ),) 
=,. ((J(tl),fk j ),(X(t2),fk 2 ),...,(X(tm),fk m )) 
then X,- = X. 
We end the section with a weak limit theorem for stochastic integrals from [31]. Let 
MkI denote the real-valued, k x m matrices. 
Theorem 23 (Kurtz-Protter) For each n, let (X,Y) be an {F} -adapted process 
with sample paths in DMkm x m [0, co) and let Y be a standard rn-dimensional Brown-
ian motion. If (X,Y) = (X,Y) in the Skorohod topology on DV, kmXRm[O,00), then 
(X, Y, J XdY) (X, Y, J XdY) in the Skorohod topology on DMkm xm xL [0, oo). If 
(X, Y) -p (X, Y) in probability, then the triple converges in probability. 
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Chapter 5 
Measure Valued Processes 
Associated with the Zakai 
equation 
In this section we will define two sequences of branching particle systems and then check 
that they are tight. We will then show that the first one converges to the solution of a 
filtered' martingale problem and its (conditional) expectation to Pt,  the unnormalised 
conditional distribution of the signal and that the second one converges as well to pt . 
5.1 The Measure - Valued Process .X 
In this section, we restrict ourselves to E = Rd. So, once again, let C(R
d ) be the set 
of continuous functions on Rd,  Cb(R') be the space of continuous bounded functions on 
R", CK (Rd) be the space on continuous functions with compact support and CO(R
d ) be 
the space of continuous functions which vanish at infinity. Let MF(R') be the space 
of finite measures over Rd  and A'I,(Rd) be the subspace of MF(R') comprising finitely 
atomic measures: 
n 
de =f d)jfL xER', qeR, i=1,2, ... ,n} 
i=1 
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Let A be the following second order differential operator 
d 	 d 	x)92 VW  A(t)ço(x) = + aij  
i=1 	 i,j=1 
where a 3 (t,.), f2 (t,.) E C(Rd)  and 
(a 3 (t,x)e,) > OW [O,T]; x,6 E Rd . 	 (5.1) 
From (5.1) we deduce that there exists o such that a = rnf. Under these conditions 
the solution X of the martingale problem associated with the infinitesimal operator A 
satisfies the following stochastic differential equation (see [38], Chapter II, Th. 2) 
to
t 	 it 
X = Xo +  f(s,X4ds + / a(s,X 3 )dB8 	 (5.2) 
. 	 .Jo 
where 	E [O,T]} is a standard Brownian motion. The observation process Yt 
was defined in Chapter 2 as 
Yt = L h(s, X 8 )ds + Vt, t > 0. 	 (5.3) 
We assume that the coefficients of the system (5.2)+(5.3) satisfy sufficient conditions for 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the Zakai equation (see Chapter 2) and 
that h is bounded. Let lihil be the quantity 
lihil = 	sup 	IIh(t,x)Il. 
(tx)E[O,) xi 
\Ve will assume that the domain V(A) C Cb(R") of the infinitesimal generator A(t) has 
the following property: 
Assumption I. For every f E D(A), there exists a sequence f E V(A) such that 
f E v(A), sup IIfII <oo and lim 	f = f pointwise and also sup IIAfII <oo and 
Af. = Af pointwise. 
For example, if the coefficients of (5.2) are bounded, and V(A) is the set of bounded 
continuous functions with bounded first and second partial derivatives, then D(A) sat- 
RM 
isfies I. If the coefficients of (5.2) are continuous but not bounded, and V(A) is the set 
of twice continuously differentiable functions with compact support, then, also in this 
case, V(A) satisfies I. From now on, we work under the new probability measure . and 
all the expectations and conditional expectations will be considered with respect to P. 
5.1.1 The Construction of the Sequence of the Particle Systems X 
Let {(X(t),.), 0 < t < 1} be a sequence of branching particle systems on  
with values in M(Rd)  defined as follows: 
a. Initial condition 
X(0) is the occupation measure of ii particles (we will denote the number of particles 
alive at time t by N(t)) of mass , i.e., 
X(0) = 
1 n 
i=1 
where x E Rd, for every i, n E N. 
Assume that the occupation measure of the particles converges weakly to the initial 
distribution of the signal, i.e., 
Jim (X(0),(p) = E[(e)] = lro((p), V E Cb(R"). 
b. Evolution in time 
We describe the evolution of the processes in the interval I n  A1] ,  i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. 
At the time, the process consists of the occupation measure of N() particles of 
mass 
During the interval the particles move independently with the same law as the signal 
(5.2). Let V(s), s E [, -) be the trajectory of a generic particle in this interval. 
At the end of the interval, each particle branches into a random number of particles 
with a mechanism depending on its trajectory in the interval. The mechanism is chosen 
so that it has finite second moment and the mean number of offspring for a particle given 
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the a-field 	= o(., s <1) of events up to time 	is n 
/ i±L 
exp 	h*(t,V(t))dYt 
— 
 11 n h*h(tV(t))dt) 	 (5.4) 
	
n 	 n 
and the variance is equal to vi±i.  The particles branch independently of each other. 
In the description above v is an arbitrary bounded, positive function, continuous in 
time and 'Vt ~! , Vt E [0, 1] (see the Appendix for this). The last condition ensures the 
existence of the required branching mechanism. We denote by 11 v11 the supremum of v 
over the interval [0, 1], i.e., 
lvii = sup Vt. 
[0, 1J 
Just before the (i + 1)-th branching, we will have N(*) particles. Let us denote by 
the state of the process just before the (i + 1)-th branching and by V1 (s), 
S E [, iii)  the trajectory of the j-th particle alive during the interval (1 < j 
<J\T(i)). 
Let also q() be the number of offspring of the j-th particle at time A.1 
Lemma 5 We have the following relations: 
N(0) = n, Vn > 0, t E [0, 1]. 
2j1 2 	
2Ft1-k 
ii. E[N(t)] 	' Ti + >k<[nt] 	 , Vn > 0, t e [0,1] ([x} is the largest 
- 	 n 
integer smaller that x). 
Proof. 
i. N,,, does not change during the intervals (, .1) ,  k 	1, ...,n — 1 so N(t) 
Therefore it suffices to prove that E[N()] = E[N( - 1 )] for 0 < i < n. 
Using (5.4), we have 
[Nn
(i+1 )] =  E1
N('-) 
exP (/h*(t,V(t))dY t _/ 
S 	 -- 
= E[
Nn(*) 
E[exP(J 
Nn(*) i±i 
= 	 [exp(J 
= E[N(!)] 
h*h(t ,  Vnj  
1 )v 11  h*(t,V,(t))dY t — f
. 
h*h(t,V,(t))dt 
n 
1 fn
Vni 	
- 	
Vni 	
]] 
zo 
since s - exp (ji h*(t, V,(t))dY - I hth(t, V(t))dt) is an -F,- adapted martingale. 
ii. From the construction of the branching mechanism of the particles we have that 
+ 1) )) 2 I 1 } 
Ti 
= 
	
	+ (
/ j 	 2 
ex (/
n 
h*(t ,  V(t))dY - / hh(t, V(t))dt)) 
/ £±.i 	 1 
vj + e n  exp (1 2h*(t ,  Vnj 	- / (2h)*2h(t ,  V(t))dt) ft 
ft 
This inequality and the independence of the particles implies (as in i.) 
N (*) 
+ 1))2] = 	 ± 
Ti 
j= 1 
r 	Nn(*) 
2 E [E [q' (i 
 
[ 2<1 
x E[qj2 n
1± ) 
Lia 
< vj + e n E[N(—)] + e  
ft 	 n 	 n 	n 
It follows that 
+ 1))21 	E[(N(!))2] +Vi 	 (5.5) 
n 
hence, 
= E[(N( 1 )))2] 
< 	e11''1 	2 	 I1h11 2 n 	 11 fl + 	Vk e 
k<[ntj 
where the second inequality was obtain from (5.5). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. • 
Let W be a continuous bounded function. Using the Lemma 5 we see that (X(t) (P) 
is square integrable and 
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E[(lyn 0 : 
	
Nn(*) 	. 
	
(i
+1 	
1 fn+1 
n
I  	 ))exp 	h*(t,V(t)dY t -/ 
	
h*h(tV(t))dt (5.6) .L h2. 
i1 	 ft 	 ft 
and also 
+ 1 	2 	—(E[(X( 
± 1) 
)IFi 
])2 = 	!(X( + 
1 
),ça) IFi_] 	
n 	n 	 fl 	
—),v j-j ço2 ). (5.7) 
In between two branches the particles move according to the prescribed SDE (5.2), hence 
for tin the interval [, such that y E D(A) 
(X(t), o) = (X(!), ,) + f (X(s), A(s))ds ± S'(t), 	(5.8) 
where {(S' 2 (t),F), t E [, 	I  is a square integrable local martingale (we use again 
Lemma 5) with the quadratic variation 
1 
ii, 
<Si > (t) (X,(s), IIa*DII 2 )ds. 	 (5.9) 
n . 
It follows that 
(X(0), ) + / (X(s), A(s))ds + S(t) + M([nt]) 
[ntj 
+i ([(xn(!),ço)I_] - 	 , co)) , 	( 5.10) 
i=1 
where {(S(t), 	t E [0, 1}} is a square integrable local martingale 
[nt]-1 
S' (t) 
(je Stl(t) + 	
Q,if i + 1 
'-In 	) 
i=O 
which has the quadratic variation 
1 rt 
<S > (t) 	- I (X(s), IIo*DcII 2 )ds 	 (5.11) Ti 
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and {(MX'(l), F±L_), 1 = 0,1,...,n} is a discrete martingale defined by 
M(0) 
cf 
M'(l) cf > ((x()) - 
i=1 
and has conditional quadratic variation 
2 
<M > (1) = 	E 	 ,) n ) 	n] 
= 	 (5.12) 
i=1 
Remark 15 The process Ai(l) is a martingale also with respect to the larger filtration 
!! VY• 
Proof. We have 
E 
 
[.Aln"(1 + 1) 	V 3)] - M'(l) 
= E 	 - [(Xfl(— ),o)IF!±I 	V 3)] 
= E [(X( 	),)111±11 V ]_ E[(X(),)l!±i] 
But (X(),ç) is independent of the 'future' observations, hence 
[(Xn( l
+1 ),)VY] 1 ), V) JIT~l - V Y1+ 1 
 
n n 
and since Yt  is a right continuous filtration Y±i = Yi± C j_ hence the above 
difference is 0. 
I 
Using (5.6) and (5.10), we can express the process (X(t), ç ,) as 
(X(t), ) = (X(0), ) + / (X(s), A(s)ço)ds + S nIO  + MnIO  
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[nt] N- () 	
(exi / 
	
1 
ç(V)) 	h*(s,vj(s))dYs - 
	
h*h(s,V(s))ds) _1). 
• 1=1 
i=1 	j=1 
(5.13) 
Then applying Ito's rule to the exponential in the last term of (5.13) and exploiting the 
fact that Y is a Brownian motion, we get 
(X(t), o) = (X(0), ) + [(X(s), A(s))ds + S(t) + Ai([nt]) 
.10 
j 
1 r /( [sn]+ '))Bs(Vi s)h*(s,  V(s))dY 8 (5.14) 
j=1 
where 
f.p 	 1 LB,p) = exp 	h*(r V(r))dYr - hh(r, V 2 (r))dr) 	(5.15) 
5.1.2 The Existence of the Process 
We show first that the sequence {X}>0 is tight. For this we need to prove that 
fX n },, >o satisfies conditions a and b of Theorem 21. Condition a follows from the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 9 For every t E [0, 1] we have 
lim sup P( sup (An (s), 1) > k) = 0. 	 (5.16) 
koOn>O 0<s<t 
Proof. Since 
sup (X(s),1) >k) 	
E[(sup0<<(x(s), 1))2} (5.17) 
0<st 	 k2 
it is enough to prove that sup >0 E[(sup0<< (X(s), 1))2]  is finite. Let us denote by 
(
sup (X(s), 1)) ) 2 
0<s<t 
From (5.14) we obtain 
3(X(0), 1)2  + 3E[( sup IM(i)1) 2 ] 
0<i<IntI 
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P 	n 
+32E 
[ 	
~ 
I 
2 
- 	 sup 	 Bs(Vifl s)h*( s V( s))dYS )] (5.18) 
(~ 	
./  0 Ii  
We prove that On  is bounded from above uniformly in n, by exploiting (5.18) and using 
Gronwall's inequality. For this we give an upper bound for each of the three terms of 
the right hand side of the inequality (5.18) of the form c + j3 J (s)ds. 
The first term 
We have 
(X(0), 1)2 
- N(0) 2 
= 1. 	 (5.19) 
- 
The second term 
Doob's maximal inequality (cf [25], pp.  14) gives us the following upper bound: 
sup Nlnl 	4E[(M,([nt]))2 ] = 4E[(< It'I,j > ([nt]))] 
O<i[nt] 
[nt] 	
[nt] 
< 411v11 	____E[(x(!_),1)] 	v- 	(5.20) 
- n 
i=1 	
n 
The third term 
We find first an upper bound for E[( 1 	B(V,p)) 2]. We have that 
E 
(
B (V ,p) 	-È 	E [Bn'(v.j1, p)B(V2 ,p) i ] I 
r 	 )2] 	Nn (L91) - 	 1 
 	
fl 	 I 
L
n 
j=1 	 [1,2=1 
E I 	e 2 	E 	(h*(q, 1(q)) +h*(q, V1( q)))dYq 
N(11) 
1!!1 
- [
exp 
 [i1i2=1 	
(I 
J 	
Ih(q,Vi1(q))+h(q,V,1(q))I2) 	
]] 
1 'P 
- 	 1:!1 n 
which gives us as in Lemma 5 
N(11 ) 
B(V,p))2] < e2hI2 _E[(Nn (j___1)) 2 ] 	(5.21) 
j= 1 
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- 
E[( > 
	
2 11  
n
(Vi n s))2] < e n 
j= 1 
(5.22) 
Finally, using Doob's maximal inequality 
( 
see the Appendix) and (5.22), we find 
E[(
N, ( 11) 
suf ;s;;; 
2 
Bs(Vj s)h*(sV(s))dYs) I n fl 
ii 	IIN,(11) 
<fEH >1 
j= 1 
2 
s)h(s,(s)) ] n , 	 ds 
< 4e1I 	11h2 Jt .0 
The last inequality gives the following upper bound on the third term of (5.18) 
4e2I12IIhII2 I b(s)ds 
.10 
From (5.18), (5.19), (5.20) and (5.23) we obtain 
(t) <(3+ 1211v11) + 12e22IIh1I2 / 	(s)ds 
Using once again Gronwall's inequality we find that 	(t) c(t), where 
def 	 4UhII2e2h1D 
C(t) = (3 + 1211v11)e 1+4v 	t E [0, 11. 
(5.23) 
So also sup,. 1 E[(supo<3<t(Xn(s), 1)) 2 ] :!~ c(t) which finishes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 16 Using a similar argument one can prove that, Vp ~: 1, there exists a func-
tion c,. [0, 1] - R+, such that 
sup[( sup (X(s), i))P] 	c,(t), t E [0, 1]. 	 (5.24) 
n>1 	0<s<t 
Condition b follows from the following 
MM 
Proposition 10 For any arbitrary sequence of stopping times {r}Th>o any real positive 
sequence {6n}>o  with lim_ 5 = 0 and E D(A) fl CK(R d) we have 
urn E[I(X(r + n),c) - (X(Tn),(0)I 2] = 0 	 (5.25) n—boo 
and hence 
limP(I(Xn (rn + 45n), V) - (Xn (Tn),co)I ~! c) = 0 	 (5.26) 
Proof. Let a and b be the following quantities 
a A 	sup 	IIA(t)II <00 
{(t,z)€[0,1] xRd} 
	
b A 	sup 	IIa(t,x)D'II <00. 
{(t,x)E[01IxR'} 
Obviously, if is the constant functionl,the a = b = 0. Using (5.14) we see 
.Tn+on 
E[l(X(r +&),) - (X(r),)I 2 ] 	 4k[( .  
+4E[(S'(T + ) - S(r,))] + 4E[(M'([n(7- + 6)]) - !vI([nr J)) 2 } 
N(11 ) 
+ l ))B(V7 , $ )h*(Vi ( s ))dY) 2 ] 
n 
	(5.27) . f, n 	 j=1 
We have, consecutively, 
Tn+on 
(X(s),A(s))ds) 2 ] 	 (X(s),A(s)ç) 2 ds} 
* 62 a2E[( sup (X(s), 1))2((Tfl  + S) - Tj 
O<s<1 
<  62 a2 c(1) 	 (5.28) 
+ S) - S'(r)) 2 ] < KE[< S° > (r + 5)— <S'> (r)] 
• 	 Tn+sn 
IE[J 	
(X(s), II0(t)D)II 2]ds n 
•  Kb  —E[ sup (X(s), 1)((- + 6) - rn)] 
O<s< 1 
• 	-.(1+c(1))S 	 (5.29)
Kb 2 
- 2n 
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E[(1vI([n(7- + 6)]) - 	 = 	 + 6ii )I) - M([rir})) 2] 
[n(r +6, )] 
= —E[E (X(!_),v2)] 
EnT nJ+1 
• IIvIIIkII2[ Sup (x(s),1)([n(r +ön)] - [nra] - 1)] 
fl 	Os1 
21+c(1)5 	
(5.30)• • 	lvii ilcoil 	2 
E[( 1
rn+6,)J N( 1- 1 ) 
	
fl2 / 	i 	co(V(i 	l))B(V,,$)h*(s,V(s))dY8)2] 
j= 1 
sn 
Fn(r,+5,)j 	N( 11 ) 
= E[ I 	1 j; 	
(/j([Sfl]+ l))Bs(vi)h*(vJfl))2d1 
.Jimi n 	 j=1 
N( 1 -1 ) 
~ 
ilhlI2ik2Ii2E[uP0<1 >11:3-1 
	B s (V,$)) 2  ( [fl(Tn ± 5n] - [nT] 
n 	Ti 
lIco 	
1
ll 2 llhli 2 c'( 1 )(n + — ) 	 (5.31) n 
where c'(l) is obtained in a similar way to c(1) as an uniform upper bound for 
-,N(i9l) 
E[(suP0<s1 L_j=1 	B(V??s))2] 
The inequalities (5.28), (5.29), (5.30), (5.31) imply that all the terms from the right 
hand side of (5.27) tend to  as n tends to oo , hence E[I(X(r±n),co) (Xn(Tn),(p)12] 
tends to 0 as well, which completes the proof of the proposition. 
I 
We know now that the sequence X n is tight, hence relatively compact. Then (X, Y) 
is relatively compact. Let (X, Y) be the limit process of one of its convergent subse- 
quences (to avoid even more cumbersome notation we reindex this sequence as {(X, Y)}>o). 
We will show that X is a solution of the martingale problem (1.3)+(1.4), i.e., for every 
y in the domain of A, the process 
M(t) 	(X(0),co) — /(X(s)A)ds - 10(X (s), h* (s) co)  dYs 
is a square integrable martingale with respect to the filtration -F t V 3)  with quadratic 
variation 
< MW (t) >= i
n
(x vY 2 )ds P — a.s. 
We need first several preliminary results. 
Proposition 11 For each p ~: 1, t E [0, 1] and bounded continuous function V we have 
<00 	 (5.32) 
Proof. Straightforward from (5.24). 
U 
Proposition 12 Let be a continuous bounded function. Then, for all p > 1 
	
lim E[I(X(t), V) 1 p ] = E[I(x(t), )V']. 	 (5.33) n—boo 
Proof. We prove that for all €> 0, there exists n such that for every n > n we have 
EEj (X(t), (p) I'1 - E[I (X(t), y) I] I < C. 	 (5.34) 
Since limk . 	(t),  ~p ) IP A k] = E[I(X(t),(p)I] there exists k1 such that for every 
k > k1 
IE[I(X(t), (p)I'' A k] — E[I(X(t), ç)['] 	j. (5.35) 
Also 
I E [ I (X. (t ) , V) Ip Ak] - E[l(X(t),)I]I 	E[j(x(t),)jI 
< 	E[I(Xn(t),)I 2PIp(I(Xn (t),)l > k) 
IIcLII /c2p(1)c2(1) 1 
Thus we can choose k2 such that for every k > k2 
JE [I (Xn (t), V ) Ip Ak] — E[I(x(t),)I]I S . 	 (5.36) 
We 
Let now k = max(k i ,k2) and since limn .00 E[j(Xn (t),çø ) IP Ak] = E[I(X(t),p)IP A k], 
there exists n such that for every n > n 
IE[Ixt),) Ak] - E[I(x(t),w)I A  k]l 	 (5.37) 
From (5.35), (5.36) and (5.37) we obtain (5.34) and with it our claim. 
Proposition 13 Let ç' be a bounded continuous function such that V ,
2  e D(A). Then 
/ 	jN(ll) 
- 	 Ii In 
limE I-/ noo 	tfl 1!1 j=1 
[rn] + 1 ))B(V, r)h*(r,V( r))dYr  
t 2 
(Xn(r),h*(r))dYr) 
] 
= 0 	(5.38) -L 
Proof. Firstly we observe that the last integral can be taken from 4. .1 to  1!1 without 
changing the limit. Then, using (5.21), we get CD 
.1 N,(!1) 
E[( I n 	Tj([rn]+1))(Br(1/Jr) - 1)h*(r,Vj (r))dYr  n.i' )2]  j=1 
- N( 1 l) 
1 In 
= - I 	EEl 	i (v( n 
[rn] + 1 
)) (B r  (V,r) - 	 Vni  
2 
n j=1 
lalt 	 Nn(11) 
~ llhllllll 2 f a 1 	
I T_
(J > (B(V,p)h*(s,V,(p))dYp)2]dr 
a 	 n 	j1 
1 [nt] - [ns] 
< —llhll2llcIl2c(1) 	n 	(e - 1). 	 (5.39) 
Thus one can eliminate B(V 2 , r) from the first term of (5.38) without changing the 
limit. After these 2 transformations, (5.38) becomes 
/ 	jNn(11) 	
2 
11
La 
 
lim E I 
- 	
((/i(Ern]+ 	
~o(Vnj  
n 	j= 1 
n-00
[ 
 fl 
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Using once again Doob's inequality, we find the following upper bound for the sequence 
211h112 [nt] - [ris] c(1)( lIAwlI 2  + C!IAg2 - 2oAcoII) 
n 	n2 	 n 
which completes our proof. 
We are now able to proof that X satisfies the desired martingale problem. 
Theorem 24 For V E V(A) the process {((t),T V y),t E [0, 1]} where 
Ai(t) 	/(X(s) A(s))ds - 	h*(s))dYs  10 
is a square integrable martingale with the quadratic variation 
<A'I' >(t) = /(X(s),v)ds 
Proof. We will use Theorem 18. We want to prove that for all y  e D(A) 
E[(AP'(t) - 	 = 0 	(5.40) 
and 
/(X(i.) v 	 =0 	(5.41) 
for all m,nil>0,0—<t1<t2< --- <tm<-5 <—t, 0 <—t<t'2<<trn l, 
k 1 . ..., km e C&(li d ) and k, ..., k E cb(R d ) . We prove only (5.40), since (5.41) can be 
done analogously. From the definition of M'°, (5.40) is equivalent to 
t 
- (X(s),ço) - 
	
(X(r),A(r))ds - L (X(r),h*(r)c)dYr) 
X ,= 	 = 0 	(5.42) 
We only need to show (5.42) for with the property that ç 2 E V(A) since using 
the assumption I and the dominated convergence theorem we can extend this to an 
arbitrary y E D(A). Using a proof analogous to the one used in Proposition 12 one 
"I 
shows, consecutively, that since (X, Y) converges in distribution to (X, Y) 
urn E[(X(t), 
fl—* 00 
urn E[(X(s), 
fl-00 
= E[(X(t), 
= E[(X(s), 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
and 
t 
lim E[
is
(X(r), A(r)ço)drH 1 k(X n (ti))ll 1 k(Y(tj))] 
Tl—*OC  
= E[/(X(r) 	 (5.45) 
Using Theorem 23, we have that, since (X, Y) converges in distribution to (X, Y) also 
(X, Y, Jg(X(s), h*( s ) cp)dYs ) converges in distribution to 
(XY!(X( S ) , h*(S))dYs ) and using (5.38) and, once again, an argument similar to 
the one used in Proposition 12, we have that 
r 	jN(11) 
Ii In 
lirn 
E - / 	
/(} + l ))B(V, r)h*(r,VUr))dYr  
Ti fl-00 	Ti 
[ 	
n 
11 k(X(t))rI'! 1 k(Y(t))] 
= E [/(X(s) h* 	 (5.46) 
Since y2 E D(A), we have that IIo.*D(co)11 2 = Aço2 - 2ç.Aço is a bounded function and 
hence S' is a square integrable martingale such that 
E[(S) 2 (p)} = E[< S > 2 	
< IIAco - 2cAiI 
n 
and hence 
lim E[(S(t) - 	 = 0. 	(5.47) 
fl— 00 
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From (5.43),(5.44),(5.45),(5.46) and (5.47) we obtain that 
E[(Zt'I"(t) - ft/I 
= urn E[(Jt4(t) - 
(5.48) 
. 
Remark 17 The martingale MV is also a martingale with respect to the initial filtration 
.F and its conditional expectation with respect to)) is 0. 
\Vith this we conclude the existence of the process with the properties described in 
the introduction. One can also prove that the martingale problem (1.3)+(1.4) has a 
unique solution. Since it is not central to our objective we will not do it here. 
Proposition 14 The sequence {X}>o is convergent to the unique solution of the mar- 
tingale problem (1.3)+ (1.4). 
Proof. 
From the tightness of the sequence, we have that every subsequence contains a weakly 
convergent subsequence to X, the unique solution of the martingale problem (1.3)+ (1.4), 
hence the whole sequence is convergent to X. 
5.1.3 Application to the Nonlinear Filtering 
The process X is the solution of the desired 'filtered' martingale problem. Hence for 
yED(A) 
E[(x(t), ç') Yt] = E[(X(0), y)IYo] ± f E[(X(s),  Aço) IY]ds. 
+J' ~ 	h*p)Iys]dys 	 (5.49) 
In establishing (5.49), we used the fact that for every integrable .7-measurable random 
variable A we have E[AIy] = t[AIM] (Proposition 3) and if {Ut; t >— 01 is a cadlag, .- 
adapted process such that EJ Udt < oo,Vs ~ 0, then E[f UdY3ly] .J E[U3IY]dY 
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(Proposition 2) and E[J UdsIYt] = 	E[U8Iy]ds (Fubini's theorem). One can also 
obtain the corresponding evolution equation for time dependent g. 
Let 	and XY(W)  be the processes X and, respectively, X given the observa- 
tion path Y(). Let also E, be the corresponding expectations given Y(w), Z'(t) = 
i.e., the measure obtained by integrating the measure valued random vari-
able x" (t) (this is, actually, what we are computing in the computer algorithm) and 
Z(t) = E[X'(")(t)}. Using Fubini's theorem, we have 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
Using (5.50), the evolution equation (5.49) becomes 
ft 	
/0'
t 
(Z (t) 	= (Z(0),o) + J (Z(s),Ap)ds  + 	
(Z(t),h*ç)dY (5.52) 
. 0 	 . 
From (5.52) and the fact that we assumed from the beginning that the solution of the 
Zakai equation is unique, we deduce the following 
Theorem 25 The unnormalised conditional distribution of the signal X given the ob-
servation Y coincides with the conditional expectation of X given the observation Y. 
The next theorem is the cornerstone of the numerical algorithm. It shows that, in 
order to approximate the unnormalised conditional distribution Pt,  we can construct the 
process X up to time t (where n is taken so that the error is as small as we want), 
keeping the observation path fixed, and then compute its (conditional) expectation. 
Theorem 26 There exists l E 9 with P(1l) = 1 such that for every w E f2 we have 
urn,1 ..... 00 Z'-'(t) = Pt
Y(w) 
, i.e., 
Y (w) urn (Z(t),ço) = Pt 	(s') 
fl-00 
(5.53) 
for every continuous bounded function p (p' is the unnorrnalised distribution of the 
signal given the observation path (w)). 
Proof. Let lvi be a set containing a countable collection of C0(Rd)  uniformly dense in 
C(IR") and the constant function 1. To prove the theorem we only need to show that, 
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for every function in lvi 
Y• (w) 
urn (Z,t(w),(t,) = Pt 	(co) 	P - a.s. 	 (5.54) 
n—too 
(to simplify the notation we will omit the w variable from now on). For this we use the 
solution of the following backward Ito equation 
d(x) = — A(s)3(x) - h*( s , x ) 8 (x)dYs 	 (5.55) 
= V(X) 
From [3], pp. 126-134 or [36], we obtain that equation (5.55) has a unique solution 
and p(0) = Po('o). Since 00 is continuous and bounded P - a.s., it follows that 
= (7r0,00) = Po (V5o)' 13-a.s.. Hence, in order to show (5.54), we need 
to prove that 
	
lim (Z(t),) - (Z(0),' 0) = 0 	 P - a.s. 	 (5.56) 
n—.00 
The first step is to prove that 
nt 	
= (Z(0), 0 ) 	 P—a.s. 	 (5.57) 
and then that 
lim (Z(t),b) - (Zfl(i]),O[aq), 	= 0 	 P - a. s.. 	(5.58) 
n—oo  
We have that 
(Zfl(1 H 1)[]) - (Z(0), 0) = 	 — E[(X( 	' ),/' i.i)IY] i i=1 	 n 
and 
- E[(x( t 1 ),/i)IY] 
N() 
=E[ 
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Since the number of offspring q() of the particle V is independent of the 'future' of 
we have that 
= E[q (!) v YJ 
= 
= 	 ' e 	
h(v,(s))dY— f1 hh(V(s))ds 
Hence 
- 	 (/j(Z
- 1)IY] 
= E[> 	(V -))E[q 	 ' )IF vY] - .L 	 )IYI 
- I 	
f 	h(V(s))dY a —!f 	h - h(V,(s))ds  
= 	
2 -'C( 	)IY] 
= E[
h(V,(s))dY 5 — f ? ~ 1 h* h(Vn (s))ds 
')IYvF1IY] 
	
(5.59) 
We prove that 
E [i(vi())e' 
h(V(s))dYs—fL 1 h* h(V(s))ds 
- 	 1(V( 	 =0 
(5.60) 
Since V, is a Markov process, we have that 
E
h(V,(s))dY s — fL1 hh(V,(s))ds1 
	
17P( f'1 	 _—))e IYVa(('))] (5.61) 
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We compute first 
I))]
R(x) = 	IV(Q(t))eL 
h'(V(s))dYs— fii hh(V(s))ds 
where the expectation 	is taken with respect to the probability 	and 
is taken so that V, 1 start at time !.1  from x. This will imply that the conditional 
	
f1 h'(V,(s))dY-fl_1 hh(V,(s))ds 	 j i1 
expectation of y(Vn (t))e n 	 n 	 given Y V a(V(---)) (and, 
consequently, given 3) V Fj) is R(V,()). Using the fact that Pt(c') = 
we find 
•'t h(V,(s))dY8— 1.i hh(V,(s))ds 
EiL 1V(V nj (t ))e 	 13)1' 	 J 
=E 	
[l((i_ 1 ))lY] =./ii(x) 
Hence 
E [y(vc(t))e1i1 
h 	
1 • (V(s))dYs— t hh(V'(s))ds 	 1 	 — 1 
IYvF=iI =?'.i 	)) 	(5.62) 
nj 
Similarly 
E [p(V,,j(t))e 
h(V,(s))dY— f hh(V,(s))ds13) 	 (v(.-)) 	(5.63) 
From (5.62) and (5.63) we get that 
th (V( 	
h(V,(s))dY5— f* hh(V,(s))ds 
[ 
= E [E 	
h(V,(s))dY5— f h h(V,(s))ds
[co(v(t))e4 
 
3) V Ft 1 
.1'. 	 1fn 
.1. 
f h(V,(s))dY,— , 	hh(V,(s))ds 	 1 x  t n 
 ] 
which proves (5.60). The identity (5.57) follows now from (5.59) and (5.60). In the 
analysis above we considered Vni defined up to time t, although in the description of 
the branching system it is not, but obviously we can attach 'an extension' from I to 
t. satisfying the same SDE and independent of Y. We prove now (5.58). Using ItO's 
formula we have that 
(Z(t), 	- (Z( Intl Ti] 	n 
N([')]) 
h*(V(s))41,(V(s))dY s IY] 
j=1 	an' I 
N,([))) 
.'
[h* 
	
z!!] 	
((s)).'(V( s))Iy V F,]dYjY] 	(5.64) 
fl 
j=1 
Hence 
Il 
(Z( I nt-  I), iI,r . 1)) 2 ] LJ 	mi 
N([)]) 
J.E[( > 	.1ç1 
E[h*s))(v(s))IYvF[]IdYs)2} 
j=1 
[([)]) 	t 
= --E 	E[ I E[h*(V 1 (s))(V 1 (s))IYv.T[]]dY $ 
31 j2=1 	1 fl 
1 
(2 (s))(V 2 (s) x./ E[h* 	 )IY V n 	
J 
t 
--E E[4,E[h*(v1(s))(v 1 (s))IYvF[] 
712
L jl,321 
xE[h*(V2 (s))b(T4 2 (s))IY V 
!1h112 	
[N([)]) 
< —E 	
1 Jç] 
E[E[ii(v'(s))IY V  F[fl]]Ekb(V?2(S))IY V F[nt]]IF[nt]]dSj 
- 
il,j2 
- 1iv ([ 
11h112 	
]) 
< —E I E / - L 
X  JE(E[(vn)2 (s))jY V F[t}])2 IF[L]]dS] 	 (5.65) 
Using 
 once again an argument bed on the Gronwall inequality we obtain that 
V 	 11)2tFfl1 	MYII2 
and plugging this in (5.65), we get that 
nfl (5.66) 
E((Z(t),t) - (Z( [) 	
))2 < 
where c 
is the function introduced in section 3. 
on the existence of 
a solution to the filtered 
In c
onclusion, we have proved in this secti  
martingale problem (i.3)+ (1.4). This is an extension 
of 
the clsical Dawson-Watanabe 
construction. Av
eraging the particle approximations over independent evolutions leads 
to the numerical a
pproximation of the Zakai equation. 
5.2 The Measure - Valued Process U 
In the following we will 
construct a sequence of b
ranching particle systems U, 
whose 
laws will approximate Pt' i.e. 
lim (U,) = (U,) = pt  (co). 
n- 00  
ding to the law of the signal, i
ndependently of each other 
The particles will move accor number of offspring of a particle 
and after fi e
d*length intervals will branch. The mean  
will depend Ofl 
the last part of its trajectory and on the observation process and the 
variance of the b ra
nching mechanism will be the minimum possible one. 
We can use these particle systems to solve 
numerically the filtering problem since, 
as the number of particles is increased, the empirical measure associated to the cloud 
of 
onverge5 to the solution of the Zakai equation. By 
starting with a number of 
particles  tial distribution of X, we allow the 
particles constituting a sample 
approximating the ini  
system to evolve up to time t 
and then use the empirical law to estimate the distribution 
of the required statistic p. 
In the previous section, we c
onstructed a sequence X of 
similar branching particle 
79 
systems also related to the Zakai equation. In that case, the variance of the branching 
mechanism was a-priori given. In this way, we introduced an extra degree of randomness 
and only the (conditional) expectation of that sequence tended to pt . Therefore, we 
needed a whole set of copies of the particle system in order to obtain a good approxi-
mation to the solution of the Zakai equation. Our new approach converges directly to 
Pt' we don't need to estimate an average. 
In this section we revert to a general locally compact, separable metric space E and 
use the notation set up in Chapter 2 and 4. 
We assume that the domain of A0 - the restriction of A to c0(E) - 
is a dense algebra 
in Co(E) and that the martingale problem for Ao 
is well posed so that the uniqueness 
of the solution of the measure valued equation (2.45) holds. 
5.2.1 The Construction of the Sequence of the Particle Systems U 
Once again, we work under the new probability measure P and all the expectations will 
be considered with respect to P. We will construct the particle systems and, implicitly, 
the measure valued process U, up to a fixed horizon, i.e., on the fixed interval [0, 
11, the 
construction being identical for any interval [O,T]. Then, using an argument based on 
the Caratheodory extension theorem, the construction can be extended for the whole 
positive axis. 
Let. {U(t), .Ft; 0 < t < 1} be a sequence of branching particle systems on (Il, T, 
1') 
with values in M,(E) defined as follows: 
Initial condition 
U(0) is the empirical measure of n particles of mass, i.e., U(0) = 	
6n, 
where x E E, for every i,n E N. 
The empirical measure of the particles tends weakly to lro. 
Evolution in time 
We describe the evolution of the processes on the interval{, i], i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. 
At the time , the process consists of the occupation measure of m() particles of 
mass (we will denote the number of particles alive at time t by m(t)). 
During the interval the particles move independently with the same law as the signal 
X. Let V(s), s E [, 1) 
be the trajectory of a generic particle in this interval. 
At the end of the interval, each particle branches into a random number of particles 
EM 
with a mechanism depending on its trajectory in the interval. The mechanism is chosen 
so that it has finite second moment, the mean number of offspring for a particle given 
the (7-field Fjj_ = o(JT, s < l) of events up to time
3 1  is 
1±1 
def
(V) 	exp (1 h*(V(t))dY t - f h*h(V(t))dt) 	(5.67) 
and so that the variance vi (V) is minimal consistent with the number of offspring being 
an integer. The particles branch independently of each other, given J1_• 
We remark that z41 ( V) = (14(V) - [142 (V)])([, (V)] + 1 - 141 (V)) 
and so is always 
less than 1  ([x] is the largest integer smaller that x). 
We now make some preliminary estimates before showing the convergence of Un in 
the next section. Just before the (i + 1)-th branching, we will have m() 
particles. Let 
us denote by U( 1 —) the state of the process just before the (i 
+ 1)-th branching and 
by V.1 (s), s E [, l) the trajectory of the j-th particle alive during the interval. Let 
also q( 1 1 ) be the number of offspring of the j-th particle with 1 < 
j rn() at time 
i+:1 
fl 
Proposition 15 We have the following trivial a priori upper bounds: 
E[m(t)] = n, Vn > 0, t E [0, 1) 
E[in(t)] < n2 e lI!hI 2 ' + 	k<[nt] e n  ,Vn>O,tE[0,1]. 
Proof. i. The number of particles does not change during the intervals (k ±1) n n 
i k = 1, ...,n - 1 so n(t) = ni (i). Therefore it suffices to prove that E[rn()] = 
(i+1) for 0 i <n. Using (5.4), we have 
ri (i) 
= E[ 	q 1 )] 
m,() 
= E[ 
: 	
Z _] 
m (*) 
= E[ 
j=1 
[1I 
m (*) 
E[(v)I]] 
= E[m( 
since E[i41(V)IF.i] = 1 (j4(V?) is the value at time L+-1 of an exponential martingale 
identically equal to 1 at time 
ii. From the construction of the branching mechanism of the particles we have that 
± 1) )) 2I] = Vi (V) ± (i(Vi)) 2 
1 
exp 
(
i+1
h 2h*(V(t))dYt - / (2h)*(2h)(t,V(t))dt) 4 	 2
This inequality and the independence of the particles implies (as in i.) 
= 	 + 1 )) 2 IJ . ]..]] q 
Ti 
j=1 
—. (;i7) 
+2E[ 
1<-ji <32< 1 
1 	h2 	 j  ± e n E[ni(—)] + e n E[m(—)(rn(—) - 1] 
It follows that 
E[(rn( : l)) 2 J 	
JLJL. - 	( Z))2} + <e ' E[(m 
hence 
E[(in(t))2] = E[(nl(i1))2] < IIhII' 	2 	
1 
	
e 	nm(0)+—e 
n 	- k< [nt] 
which completes the proof 
Remark 18 For any t e [0, 1] and V E B(E), the processes (U(t), ço) are square inte-
grable. 
Proof. Let V1 , V2, ..., Vm n (t) be the positions of the m(t) particles alive at time t. 
Using Proposition 3.1, we have 
m(t) 
E[(u(t),)21 = E[(! 	ç(V)2] = II .E[n12(t)I <00 
3 
Remark 19 If ç E V(A) U {1}, then the process (U(t), ) satisfies the following evo-
lution equation 
(U(t), ) = (U(o), ) +/(Un(s) A)ds + S(t) + M([nt]) 
	
[nt] 	m(-) 
( Vnj 	(Pin 	 (5.68) 
i=1 	j=1 
where {(S(t), Ti), t E [0, 1]} is a square integrable martingale with quadratic variation 
1 rt 
<S > (t) = - / (U(s),Ay2 - 2cpA)ds 	 (5.69) 
n 
and {(Ji(l), .T ± _), 1 = 0, 1,..., n} is a discrete martingale with (conditional) quadratic 
variation 
<Mg> (1) 	 ± '_),v y2 ) 	 (5.70) 
Proof. From the construction of the particle systems we have that 
mn(*) 
___ 
= 	i 	
(5.71) +1  
i=1 
and also 
+1 
—),v ca , 2 ). (5.72)  2 
	 ___ 
n 
),ç2) j1F±] - (E[(U( : 
1 ))I i ]) 2 = !(u( 
In between two branches the particles move according to the prescribed law, hence for t 
in the interval [, !Li) 
(U(t), 0 = (U(-), ço) + 
/ 
(Un (s), Aç)ds + S' (t), 	(5.73) 
where {(S"(t), ), t e[, 	]} is a square integrable martingale (we use Remark 3.2) 
with the quadratic variation 
1 
> 
	
ii, 
(U(s),Aço2 - 2Açô)ds. 	 (5.74) 
n. 
n 
In order to compute the evolution equation of (U(t), ço), we need to add all the parts 
coming from the particles motion and all the parts coming from the particle branching, 
which gives 
(U(t),c) = (U(0),) + I (U(s),Aço)ds + S(t) 
.Jo 
[nt] 
+ 	 - 
Ti 	 fl 
where {(S(t), .), t E [0, 1]} is the square integrable martingale 
[nt]-1 
E S'( n 
i=O 
with the quadratic variation presented in (5.11). We then split the term coming from 
the branching into a martingale part and a bounded variation part and obtain 
(U(t),(p) = (U(0),) +/ (U(s),Aç)ds +S(t) +M([nt]) 
[nt] 
± 	 - (Un (!_),co)) 	(5.75) 
and {(It.[,'(1), 97 1_), I = 0,1, ...,n} is the square integrable martingale 
M'(0) 
f 
 0, 
AI°(l) cf > ((u()) - 
with (conditional) quadratic variation 
<Air > (1) = 	[((U(!)) - E[(Un(!)co)IF±J) iF] 	(5.76) 
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The remark follows now easily from (5.71), (5.72), (5.75) and (5.76). 
I 
We introduce also the notation 
def  
/ 	 1 	 r E 
[- 
.s 	 ) 	 i+1 
	
1 1 (V,r) = exp h*(V(t))dY t - / 
h*h(V(t))dt , 	
, 
fl n 
n 
where V is the trajectory of a particle alive in the interval [, 1]. Of course, j4(V) = 
l(V, !1) . Applying Ito's rule and exploiting the fact that Y is a Brownian motion, we 
get from (5.13) that 
(U. 	= (u(o), ç) +  io (Un (s), Aça)ds + S(t) + M([nt]) 
La Is ni 
1 	 ____ 
+—  / 
+ 	i[SV3 s)h*(V( S ))dYs 	(5.77) ))n ' n' n 
j=1 
5.2.2 The Tightness of the Sequence U 
Once again, we need to show that conditions a and b of Theorem 21 hold true. The two 
conditions follow from the following propositions. 
Proposition 16 For every t E [0, 1], we have 
lirn sup 	sup (Un (s), 1) > k) = 0. 	 (5.78) 
k3 n>O 0<s<t 
Proof. Since 
E[(supo<< (Un (s), 1)) 2 ] 
sup (Un (s), 1)> k) 	 (5.79)  
O<s<t 	 k2 
it is enough to show that supn>0 [(sup0<s <t (Un(s),1)) 2 ] is finite. Let us denote by 
th,,,(t) E 
[(SUp0<S<t(Un ( S ) , 1))) 2] .  From (5.14) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
we obtain 
!~ 3(U(0), 1)2 + 3E[( sup IM(i)1) 2 ] 
0 i[ntI 
m (1) 
O<P:5L~nl 10 
2 
;[sn] ( i , 
s)h*((S))dYs B 1 	(5.80) Ti 
The idea is to find an upper bound for each of the three terms from the right hand side of 
the inequality (5.80) of the form a +,3 J (s)ds and then use the Gronwall inequality. 
The first term 
Since we start with n particles, we have 
(U(0), 1)2 = 1, 	Vn > 1. 	 (5.81) 
The second term 
Doob's maximal inequality, the fact that '41 ~ 	a nd the proposition 3.1 gives us the 
following upper bound: 
sup 	fnl 	:~ 4E[(M,([nt]))2 ] = 4E[(< Mn' > ([nt]))2 ] 
O<i<[nt] 
Intl 	. 	 Intl 	 Intl 
E[(U(!—),v)] 	E[(U(!_),1)] < !E[mfl(t)} 	. 	 (5.82) 
— n 
	
i=1 	 i=1 
The third term 
Using a standard technique similar with the one employed in the previous section, we 
find 
mn( [sn] 
E[( 	l [?2 ' sI'vi s))2] < e22E[(m (_)) 2 ] ii 	
(5.83) 
• 	 fl' 
j=1 
Then, we obtain the following upper bound on the third term of (5.80), using (5.83) and 
Burkholder's inequality 
e2112K2IhII2 / i/'(s)ds, 	 (5.84) 
where K2 is a constant independent of n. 
From (5.80), (5.81), (5.82) and (5.84) we obtain 
t 6+ 3e2N2 K2lIhII 2 .L ?,b(s)ds 
Using once ag 	 < ain the Gronwall inequality we find that 	(t) c(t), where 
def 6e2IIhII2K2IIhII2t t e [0, 1] 	 (5.85) C(t) = 
FIR 
and also SUpn>OE[(S1PO<s<t(Un(5), 1)) 2] < c(t). 
Proposition 17 For any arbitrary sequence of stopping times {Tn}n ~:O, any real positive 
sequence {o}>o with 	= 0 and ç  E V(Ao), we have 
urn E[l(Un(Tn + 	- (U(r),c)j2 ] = 0. 	
(5.86) 
n—,00 
Proof. Using (5.14) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we get 
E[l(Un(Tn + 6), :) - (U(r), 
,)l 2 } S 4E[(j 	(U(s),Aç)ds) 2 } 
+4E[(S(7_ + 5) - S(r)) 2 J 
+4E[(M([n(7- + 5)]) - M'([n7- ]))2 ] 
(,(+6 I m,(t 1 ) 
+4E{(C 	
(Vj([Sn]+l)) 
 j=1 
x 	(V, s)h* (V, (s))dY 3 ) 2 ] 	(5.87) 
\Ve have, consecutively, 
,,(j
`rn+6n  
(Un (s), A(p)ds) 2 I c 	(U(s),Ay)2ds] 
~ 62IlAyII(1) 	 (5.88) 
E[(S(T + 6) - S(r)) 2 ] 
< 
< 
E[(M([n(rn + 5)]) - M([nrn]))2 I = 
E[< S> (r+S)— <S > (r,)] 
1 	rrn+ön —E[/ (U(s),Acp2 - çoAço)ds] 
n 
(c(1) + 1)(I1A02 I1 +2IIjjIlAII)5 	(5.89) 
2n 
E{< Mx'> ([n(r + 6)])— <Mx'> ([ni-s])] 
[n(Tn+5n)] 	 i 
(U( 	_),u?12)] 
[nrnl 
	
(c(1) + 1)1IcojI2(5n ±!) 	 (5.90) 
imn( 	) 
E[(J— 	 i ' ))j(SflI(V) S )h*(V,(S))dY s ) 2 ] Cn n,
j=1 
= 
j=1 
~ 	lcoI12 hIl2c(1)e21125n 	
(5.91) 
where c is the function defined in (5.85). The inequalities (5.28), (5.29), (5.88), (5.91) 
imply that all the terms from the right hand side of (5.87) tend to 0 when n goes to oo, 
hence [E[I(U(r +15n),(P) - (U(T),(p)I 2 ] tends to  as well. 
U 
5.2.3 Application to the Nonlinear Filtering 
In this section we prove the following results: 
Proposition 18 Every subsequence of U(t) contains a subsubsequence Un k 
 (t) such that 
for go e .M U {1} we have 
urn (Uflk (t), go) = pt ((p), 	- a.s., 
k—icc 
(5.92) 
where M is a countable and uniformly dense set in CK(E) (the space of continuous 
functions with compact support). 
Proposition 18 will imply the following theorem. 
Theorem 27 Every subsequence of U(t) contains a subsubsequence Lin k 
 (t) convergent 
P-a.s. to the unnormalised distribution of the signal Pt 
Remark 20 Theorem 27 says much more that Proposition 18 since, for the theorem to 
be true, we need (5.92) to hold with the same null set for all go E Cb(E), in other words 
we need to prove that there exists ci' C ci , with P(ci') = 1 such that for all go E 
Cb(E), 
we have 
lirn (Uflk (t),go) = Pt (0, VW E ci' 	 (5.93) 
k-.00 
Theorem 27 gives us the following obvious Corollary. 
Corollary 3 The sequence U(t) is convergent in measure to Pt, 
 i.e. to the law of X(t) 
given the observation a-field Yt. 
It is based on this result that one is able to use U. to approximate numerically 
U. Theorem 27 (together with the tightness of the sequence) has another corollary, of 
theoretical importance. 
Corollary 4 The sequence U is convergent in distribution to the measure valued process 
that represents the unnormalised conditional law of X given the observation Y. 
Remark 21 In Corollary 4, we look at U and p as having values in the space of cadlag, 
IiF(E)-valued paths. The previous section proves that the sequence is tight over this 
space 
To prove Proposition 18, we need the following lemma (the notations are those from 
Section 5.2.1). 
Lemma 6 For all  =O,...,n— 1, we have 
[ m()  M(h) El! v 
In L.d L i=' 
Where M(h) is a constant depending only on h (the function appearing in the drift of the 
observation). 
Proof. We remark that, if we have an integer random variable with mean ,i and minimal 
variance ii, then ii < lit - lj. Hence 
V 	 < El! 	fl - 1 I I 
I 
-n(li v (V) 	
) 	1 
- 	In (V 	I 
L 	i=' 	 L j=1 	 J 
F m() 1 
E I! E[j(V) 	I In 	 nj 
L ' 
I Tnn (*) r i±L 	 211 
El! E [(r 
	
1 	
A(Vs)ht(Vi(s))dYs) 	
H 
M(h) 
U 
In the following we will denote by h(r) the function x - h(r, x). We consider first 
the following backward stochastic partial differential equation 
di'5 = — Ads - h*( s) ?,bsdYs s t 	 (5.94) 
which, written in the integral form, gives us 
	
= 	- 
jr
At,b,dp - 
jr
h*(p) pdYp  rs E [O,t]. 	 (5.95) 
In (5.95), we took f" h* (p)dY to be a backward Ito integral. Written in Stratonovitch 
form, (5.95) becomes 
Or = 'cb 	
p 
- / Abdp - p h*( p) cbpo  dYp + i f h*h(p) cbpdp 	(5.96) 
\\re will assume the following condition: 
U. For all t e [0, 1], there exists a countable set M, uniformly dense in CK(E),  such 
that for all y € M U {l} the SPDE (5.94) has a solution 0, E V (A) which satisfies 
B 	E sup IIlI 2 <co. 	 (5.97) 
sE[O,t] 
and 
C 
cf  E sup llA1' - 20AII <00. 	 (5.98) 
sE[O,t] 
See the Appendix for sufficient conditions on A and h, under which U holds. Let now 
{Vr , Fr, r E [s, t]} be a process solution of the martingale problem associated with the 
infinitesimal generator A independent of Y 
def 
o(Yt - Yr, r e [s, t]). From (5.96) we 
obtain that 
br (Vr) = 8 (V8 ) - 	V)  (V) o dY + !
jr
hh(p,  V(V)dp +
2 
where {Mi'Fr V Y,r E [s, t]} is a square integrable martingale (due to (5.97)) with 
quadratic variation 
<A-'I 
>= 
jr 
A(V,) - 
Let 
= exp( h*(p,  V) o dY -! [ h*h(p,  V)dp), 
.Js 	 2 j 
then 
= 1 + / eh*(p, V) o dY - / h*h(p,  V)dp 
and thus 
	
r (Vr ) r = '(V3) + 	 (5.99) 
where {r' -'Fr V Y, r E [s, t]} is a square integrable martingale with quadratic variation 
> 
 
jr 
eA(V) - 
Hence 
- s(1/s))2IFI 
= f E[ pA(V p ) - 
~ f 	[eIIA 1' - 2bA'II IF] dp 
< (r — s)C 	 (5.100) 
The last inequality holds true since A0 2 - 	is independent of 6P and Fr and 
E[ IF] = 1. Armed now with the inequality (5.100) we can to prove Proposition 18 
Proof of Proposition 18 
Since 	is a martingale with respect to the filtration Yr V 3), from (5.99), we get that 
for (p E M U {1} 
Pt(Y) = fty(XOG 13)] 	 13)] = .[(&0 (Xo) 13)] = (70,0) 	(5.101) 
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In (5.101), we used the fact that O t = p. Also, since U converges weakly to 7ro and 
E V(A) C Q(E), P-a.s., we have that 
urn (U(0),'çb0 ) = (7rO, 0 ), P—a.s. 	 (5.102) 
n—soc 
Hence, in order to prove the proposition it is enough to show that 
lim[((Un (t),iI' t ) - (U(0),I'0))2] = 0. 	 (5.103) 
\\re  have the following identity 
(U(t),b) - (U(0),b 0) = (U(t),b) - (U(),b) 
+ >(Un(.),1I..) - [(u(!),'I) ± ) 	V Y] (5.104)
17 	n 
We show that all the terms from the right hand side of (5.104) converge to 0 in L 2 (). 
For the first term we have the following 
[nt] 	
m(t) 
(U(t),) - (U(—),) = 	> ç 
(Vi  (t))(1 - zt](Vi , t)) 
j= 1 
m,(t) 
+— >:Ti 	 n 
j= 1 
Using now (5.100) and the fact the y  is bounded, we get the following upper bound for 
the L2 norm of the first term 
2c(1)(2 IkII 2  11h 112 e JL  + C) 
n 
For the second term we have the following identity 
2 
- E[(Un(),1) 	V Y])] 
(5.105) 
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= 	[((u)) - 
= 	
[
P(Vi(!))2 
Vin 
_1(Vi)] 
< BM(h) 
Vfn- - 
Vy]F VY ]] 
(5.106) 
where, for the last inequality we used lemma 6. Lastly, for the third term we have the 
identity 
I 112.!i 
E 	
E[(Ufl(!),!) 
 
i=1 	
n 	n 	 fl 	n)] 
E 
[m(1) 	
) - - 1(V(_— 1))) 
	
V 
and one finds the following upper bound for the L2 norm of the third term 
C 
n 
(5.107) 
From (5.104), (5.105), (5.106) and (5.107) we get the required limit (5.103) and with it 
the proof of the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 27 
We proved that any subsequence of U (t) contains a subsubsequence Ufl k  (t) such that for 
y E M U {1} we have limk_.(Uflk (t), ) = pt( P-a.s. Hence, for any subsequence of 
U,, (t) we can find a subsubsequence Ufl k (t) such that simultaneously for all çp E Mu {1}, 
link..(Ufl k (t),p) = pt(), P-a.s., i.e., there exists i' C ci, with P(ci') = 1 such that 
for all y E M U {1}, we have 
urn (Uflk(t),) = Pt M, VW E 11' k—.00 
We prove now that the limit holds not only for V E M u {1}, but for all E Gb(E) for 
all w e Q. The first step is to prove that the limit holds for all çO € Co(E) For this, we 
fix an arbitrary p e c0(E) and w E ci'. We show that for all e > 0, there exists kE (w), 
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such that for all k > k€ (w), we have 
I(Unk (t)(w),p) - pt(co)(w)I < 6, 	 (5.108) 
To simplify the notation we will omit from now on the dependence on w. Since V E 
c0(E), there exists çd E M, such that 
C 
IIy—co'tI< - 2 (pt (1)+q) 
where q 	supk>o(Uflk(t), 1) (it is finite since the sequence is convergent to pt(i)). 
Therefore, for all k > 0 
C 
I(Unk (t), (P) - (Uflk (t), 	+ I pt  (co) - Pt W) 	- (5.109) 2 
Since the limit holds for y', there exists k6 , such that for all k > kf , we have 
(Uflk(t),cd) - pt(cd)I :5-
6 	
(5-110) 
2 1 
Now (5.109) and (5.110) give us (5.108).With a further approximation, on can show that 
lim (Uflk (t),IK) = Pt (1K) 
where 'K  is the characteristic function of the arbitrary compact K E E (with the 
ef 
complement CK E \ K) and therefore for any 6 > 0 there exists a compact K ,5 such 
that 
SUP (Uflk (t),ICK 5 ) < 6 	 (5.111) 
k—.00 
Let now y E c&(E), 6 = - and ç"  E M, such that 3II 
C 
11Y1K6 - 	< - 3 (pt (1)+q) 
Therefore, for all k> 0 
€ 
(Uflk (t),cIK Ô ) - (Uflk (t),cp"I + IPt(YIK) - p(c")I < - 	(5.112) 
— 3 
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Since the limit holds for çd', there exists k, such that for all k > k, we have 
€ 
I(Unk(t),p") - 	 , 	 (5.113) 
Now (5.111), (5.112) and (5.113) give us (5.108) for any p E Gb(E), Q.E.D.. 
Proof of Corollary 4 
Since we showed that U is tight we only need to show that the limit of any convergent 
(in distribution) subsequence of U is p. Let Uflk  be a convergent subsequence of U and 
it its limit.. We need to show that the finite dimensional distributions of u coincide with 
the finite dimensional distribution of p, i.e., that 
= 
(5.114) 
for all fl, f2,...,fk  E Gb(I), c1,Y2,•-•Yk E Cb(E), 0 < t1 <t2 < ... <tk 1, k E N. 
Obviously Ufl k  contains a subsequence, which we also denote with Unk,  whose limit at 
time t j is Pt for all i = 1, 2,..., k. Hence the Dominated Convergence Theorem gives us 
urn E[f1((Ufl (t1),y1))f2((Ufl(t2),(P2)).4k((Unk(4),Pk))} 
= 	 (5.115) 
But, since Unk  converges in distribution to u, we have that 
lirn E[fl (( Uflk (tl),(Pl ))f2((Un k (t2),c2)) ... fk((Unk(tk),Pk))1 
k—oo 
= E[fl ((u(t l ), c 1 ))f2((u(t2),2)) ... fk((u(tk),'k))] 	 (5.116) 
Finally (5.115) and (5.116) implies (5.114), Q.E.D. 
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Chapter 6 
A Measure Valued Process 
Associated with the 
Kushner- Stratonovitch Equation 
6.1 Assumptions 
In this chapter we construct a sequence of branching particle systems a convergent in 
distribution to the conditional distribution of the signal given the observation - lrt - 
i.e., to the solution of the Kushner-Stratonovitch equation. Again, the algorithm based 
on this result can be used to solve numerically the filtering problem. The nonlinear 
character of the equation makes direct numerical work difficult. Using the branching 
particle systems a, we produce a sample approximation of the conditional distribution 
of X and, based on this, we can construct a numerical algorithm suitable for high 
dimensional problems (the existing algorithms can only be used in low dimensions). We 
will construct the particle systems and, implicitly, the measure valued process ce, up to a 
fixed horizon, in fact on the fixed interval [0, 1], the construction being identical for any 
interval [0, TI. Then, using an argument based on the Caratheodory extension theorem, 
the construction can be extended to the whole positive axis. 
Let A0 be the restriction of A to Co(E). We assume that the domain of A0 is a dense 
algebra in Co(E) (in particular that if f € V(Ao), then 
f2 € D(Ao)). 
Although we consider A and h to be time independent all the results remain valid 
M. 
in the time-dependent case (which can be viewed as a time independent case with the 
signal process (X, t)). 
6.2 The Branching Particle Systems a n  
Let Ian (t), .Ft; 0 < t < 1} be a sequence of branching particle systems on (, Jr, P) with 
values in JVIF(E) defined as follows: 
The initial state of the systems, a(0), is the occupation measure of n particles 
of mass, i.e., a(0) = 	t5n, (x E E for all n> 0 and 1 < < n) and is weakly 
convergent to 7r0. 
At the time I, i = 0, 1, ..., n — 1 , the process consists of the occupation measure 
of a,i(*) particles of mass (we will denote the number of particles alive at time t by 
a(t)). 
During the interval [*') the particles move independently with the same law 
as the signal X. Let b3 (s), s E 	1 < 	a() be the trajectories of the 
a,( -) particles alive in this interval (the number of particles remains constant during 77 
the interval). 
At the end of the interval, the particles branch into a random number of offspring 
with a mechanism depending on the recent past of the whole system. 
The mechanism is chosen so that it has finite second moment and the mean 
number of offspring of the j-th particle given the a-field 	a(, s < i) of 
events up to time 	is 
'y(b) 	
an(*)fl(bj) 	 (6.1) 
Ek 	/3(b) 
where 
/ 	1+1 
def = exp h*(bj (t))dYt - / 
	
h*h(b(t))dt) 	(6.2) 
n 
and the minimal variance 6' (bj ) consistent with the number of offspring being an integer. 
The particles branch independently of each other, given ljj 
Remark 22 The construction works also for particles which do not branch indepen-
denly. 
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We observe that 6 ' (b) = ('y(b) - [(b)])([y(b)J + 1 - -y'(b)) and is always less 
than 1  ([x] is the largest integer smaller that x). Just before the (i + 1)-th branching, we 
will have a 	a() particles. Let us denote by (1_) the state of the process just 
before the (i + 1)-th branching and by bk(s),  s [ft, 	), j = 1, ...,a the processes 
which represents the trajectories of the particles alive during the interval [ft, .1) corre-
sponding to the n-th particle system. As before, we will identify the particles with their 
path, i.e., the particle b,k  is the particle whose path is the process bk(s),  s e [ft, i) 
and vice versa. 
Remark 23 The branching systems an  will never die and will never explode. 
Proof. Changes in the number of particles take place only at branching times. Due to 
the fact that the variance of the branching mechanism is the minimal one, the number of 
offspring for the j-th particle in the interval [*.l] is either [-y'(b k )], or [(bIc)]  + 1. 
So 
an  
<([y'(b)] + 1) 	(-b") + 1) <2a 	 (6.3) 
j=1 	 j=1 
Also, since (b) = a', at least one 	is larger than or equal to 1, hence at j= n 
least one particle has offspring. 
U 
Proposition 19 The process {4, Fj±i_; i = 0, ..., n} is a bounded martingale and E[(a)2} < 
Proof. From the construction of the particle systems we have that 
at 13 ('b jn 
' t ) 
 
E[a'IF±i_] 	 =a, i=0,..,n-1 
j=1 	1-( 	) 
and the inequality (6.3) implies that ai < 22n for 0 :5 i < n. Since the branching 
mechanisms are independent given Y±j -, we obtain 
= E[< a >] + = E[>E [(a - E[aIF._])2IF_]] + 
	
= E [i
ak, 	
1
i 
E l fl2 	E[a] +fl2 <2n
k=1j=1 	 k=1 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
Corollary 5 The mass processes (a(t), 1) form a tight sequence. 
1 [nt] Proof. \Ve have (a(t),1) = 	SO 
P(sup(c(t), 1) ~! k) = P( sup a ~ nk) 	[a 
[-T] 
t<T 	 i<[n7] 
and the last term is actually equal to . Hence 
lim sup P(sup(a(t), 1) > k) = 0 
k-+c n>O KT 
which proves our claim. 
U 
Remark 24 For any t E [0,1] and  E B(E), the processes (a'(t),y) are bounded and 
uniformly square integrable. 
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 19. 
U 
Proposition 20 If y, y 2 E D(A), then the process (a,(t), (p) satisfies the following 
evolution equation 
(a(t),y) = (a(0),y) + f (a(s),Aço)ds + S(t) + M([nt]) 
0 
[nt] 	a(L) 
y (b 	1 (!))( y _ 1 (b 2_l) 	(6.4) 
i=1 	j=1 
where {(S(t), 	), t E [0, 1]} is a bounded martingale with quadratic variation 
t 
<S > (t) = 
1
- / (cx(s),Aco2 - 2yAço)ds 	 (6.5) n .10 
we 
and {(M(l), .Tj±1_), I = 0, 1, ..., n} is a discrete martingale with quadratic variation 
<Mr> (1) = 1(c(i±l)61,2) 	 (6.6) 
i=1 
Proof. From the construction of the particle systems we have that 
a (*) 1  
= 	
___ 
),)I.Ti i_I > (&i( i1 ))(&i) 	(6.7) 
i=1 
and also 
	
1 	i±1 E[(an ( Z + l 	2 	 ___ ),c) IFi1 - (E[((Z 	),)IF±i])2 = (a( 	
)5z2). (6.8) 
n n 
In between two branches the particles move according to the prescribed law, hence for t 
in the interval [, 1±1) 
t 
(an (t), y) = (an(-), ) + .L ' (an (S),  Ao)ds + S'(t), 	 (6.9) n 
where {(S' 2 (t),F), t E[* 11]} is a bounded martingale (we use proposition 19) with 
the quadratic variation 
> (t) = ' -	(a(s),A2 - 2yAç)ds. 	 (6.10) 
n It' 
In order to compute the evolution equation of (an (t), 0, we need to add all the parts 
coming  from the particles motion and all the parts coming from the particle branching, 
which gives 
(a,1 (t),y) = ( an (0), 0 + I (a(s),A)ds+S(t) + 
	
- 
n 	n ./0 
where {(S(t), Y), t E [0, 1]} is the bounded martingale 
[nt]-1 
> n 
i=0 
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with the quadratic variation presented in (6.5). We then split the term coming from the 
branching into a martingale part and a bounded variation part and obtain 
(a(t), ) = (c(0), ç) + fO (an (S),  Aç)ds + S(t) + MnIP 
[nt) 
	
+E (i=1 	
- (&72(--),ço) E[(cin(!)o)Iii..i 	
2 	
), 	
(6.11) 
n 
and {(JtI'(1), .TL±i_), 1 = 0, 1, ...,n} is the square integrable martingale 
M(0) 0, 
M(1) 	((cin(!),co) - E[(ct 	
). n 
with quadratic variation 
<Mt> (1) = 	E [((an(!)) - 	 (6.12) 
i=1 
The proposition follows now easily from (6.7), (5.72), (6.11) and (6.12). 
U 
We introduce also the notation 
I ' (b't ,r) = exp (fh*((t))dYt 
- 1/ ) 	i i+ 1 
Ti 	Ti 
n 	 n 
I ' 'b'2 r) 	 i i+1 
141(b'2,r) 	n' j  
Ti - n 
Using ItO calculus, we get that 
n,i 	' (b'' = 1 + / 
	
a(b ,r, h*(bz(r)) - ( n k 
( 
k=1 
dYr - 	 k r)h(b(r)))dr) 	 (6.13) 
x( 	
a' 
k=1 
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6.3 The Tightness of the Sequence a n  
To prove the tightness we need to show that the sequence a n satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 21, i.e., to prove that the mass processes satisfy the compact containment 
condition (which we did in Corollary 5) and that we can control the oscillations of the 
processes {cxn } n>O. For this, we prove that, for a dense sequence {co} j>o C Co(E) (we 
will take them to be in the domain of Ao), any arbitrary sequence of stopping times 
{ -rn}n>o and any real positive sequence {p}>o  with lim_ Pn = 0, we have 
urn P(l(c(T  + p),'p) - (an(rn), j )I ~! €) 	0 	 (6.14) 
n—+oo 
As before, we have the following result. 
Lemma 7 For all  =O,...,n— 1, we have 
	
a_ i (Vj)j 	
M(h) 
E (6.15) 
I n Lj= 1 
where M(h) is a constant depending only on h. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 6 from the (6.13) and the fact that if we have an integer 
random variable with mean i and minimal variance ii, then v < IlL - i. 
N 
Corollary 6 For all n > 0 and t E [0, 1], we have 
E [((an (t), 1) - 1)2 	
M(h) 	
(6.16)] 
Proof. Straightforward from (6.15) 
N 
Corollary 7 For all n > 0 we have 
2
)] E 1(
tE[0,11 
sup (a 	
:5
4 + 	 (6.17) (t), 1) 
L  
Proof. Straightforward from (6.16) and Doob's maximal inequality. 
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The limit (6.14) follows from the next proposition. 
Proposition 21 For any arbitrary sequence of stopping times {r T }, >o, any real positive 
sequence {pn}n>O with limn, pn = 0 and V E D(Ao), we have 
	
limE[I(c n (rn +p),') - (an(rn),)I] = 0. 	 (6.18) 
Proof. Using (6.4), we get 
InE[I(c(rn + pa), ) - (a(r4, ')l] E[ 	 (c(s), A)ds  
+E[IS°(r + p,) - S(r)IJ + E[IM([n(rn + pa)]) - M'([nrn])l] 
rI[n(rn+pn)]  
+E 	 - ') I 	(6.19) 
j=LflTnI 	j=1 	 IJ 
Since the first three terms of the right hand side of (6.19) can be easily shown to converge 
to 0, we only prove this for the last one. Based on the identity (6.13), we have the 
following 
i-i [n(-+p,)] 	an 
•_1 i) 	i—i 1 (b' 	( ) e (b') - 1) 
j=[nr 	j=1 
[nr) ____ [n(i+p)J 	an 
P(bjn,[nrl 	 ))an 	n 	
n, Inr] , r) = f n 	j=1 
lnrJ an 
n,(nrj 	)h* (b''11 x(h*(bI(r) - ( 	
plflTI( 	r k 	(r)))) 
k=1 
(nr] 
Inn (b'''1 	n,lnnI X(dYr - (>/n 	k 	, r)h(b k 	
(r)))dr) 	(6.20) 
k=1 
By taking the modulus then the expectation and using the fact that 
[n,] 
[nnJ(lIfln]r) = 1, 
k=1 
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we obtain from (6.20) 
rIE(T+P)1
(i_1)  
1 	 n,i-1 
E H 	2_ 	(b 	
())(i_1(bfltl) 
 
	
d i=frvzd 	j=1 I] 
dr+2jlIflIhlI2J 	
n 	E[a]
n2 	
n~
~ 
[ 	
(n(i-fl+p,)] 
E[(akI)2] 	
[n('rn+pn)] 
211 	
f ( 
 
n n 
M(h)) {n(r + pa)] - [nra] + IIhIl 
[n(r + pn)] - [nra]) 
~ 2jh (+ 	n 
which proves that also the last term in (6.19) converges to zero (it is of order /x(p, i/n)). 
a 
6.4 The Convergence of the Sequence to the Solution of 
K-S Equation 
This section follows the steps of the analogoes one for the sequence U. Here are results: 
Proposition 22 Every subsequence of a n (t) contains a subsubsequence cfl k (t) such that 
for e M U {1} we have 
urn (afl (t),p) = 74(7), P— a.s., 	 (6.21) 
k—.00 
where M is a countable and uniformly dense set in CK(E) (the space of continuous 
functions with compact support). 
Theorem 28 Every subsequence of c(t) contains a subsubsequenee o(t) convergent 
P-a.s. to the conditional distribution of the signal lrt 
Corollary 8 The sequence o(t) is convergent in measure to lrt , i.e., to the law of X(t) 
given the observation a-field Yt. 
Corollary 9 The sequence an  is convergent in distribution to the measure valued process 
that represents the conditional law of X given the observation Y. 
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Theorem 28, Corollary 8 and Corollary 9 have similar proofs to their analogous in 
the previous chapter, so we will prove only Proposition 22. 
Proof of Proposition 22 
The idea of the proof is to 'unnormalise' c(t) by multiplying it by a suitably chosen 
'mass' process (t). We then prove that convenient subsequences of (t) converge to 
the unnormalised conditional distribution of the signal pt, and simultaneously the mass 
of a(t) converges to 1. Hence a(t) converges to Pt  normalised, i.e., to lr t . 
Again we use the solution of the backward stochastic partial differential equation 
(5.94) and assume that, as in the previous Chapter, the condition U holds. 
U. For all t E [0, 1], there exists a countable set M, uniformly dense in CK(E), such 
that for all p € M the SP DE (5.94) has a solution t € V (A) .which satisfies 
B 	E sup IIs 1121 <00. 	 (6.22) 
SELO,tj 
and 
def 
C 	E sup IIAc1' - 2 3A 3 II <cc. 	 (6.23) 
sE(O,t] 
Obviously, the set M from above will be the set for which we will prove the limit 
(6.21). From 6.22 and 5.100, we have that 
+ 	(bTh ' t ) _ 	 1j 1l 	(6.24) 
n n))jInj n 
for j=1,..., an' and i=0,...,n-1and 
[(?/ (b't (t)) - 	(b 	(L([ti)))2 	I BM'(h) + C 	(6.25) 
fnt] 	 fntj 	a 	/3(bk) 
for j = 1, ..., a,. and t E [0, 11. Let now 	(t) = 	
Ea,', 
k_1 a 	The process 
{(t), .T; t E [0, i]} is a positive martingale with mean 1. We have 
all, 
 h*(b(r))dYr 	 (6.26) 
a,', 
1'(bTh 2 ,r) =n 3 
at 
 an 	 n k=1 k=1
MINI 
hence for p ~! 2, we get from (6.26), using Burkholder's inequality and Gronwall's in- 
equality 	
[a 1i(fl, r)) 
] 
<eKpfr_ 
E a 
	
k=1 	
p 
hence 
Intl 	F / a  Ji 1b " ' ± i'\ flE i 1 ) P]   <eKplPlP Vt E[0,1] 	(6.27) a  
We want to prove now that, at least for a subsequence of an  
urn ( fl (t)a1 (t), o) = Pt(p), P - a.s. 	 (6.28) 
fl-900 
As in the proof of Proposition 18, we show that 
urn E[((cx(t),?/'t) - ( nc(0), o )) 2] 	0 	 (6.29) 
n—co 
Since Icn  is changing only at branching times and is constant otherwise, the inequality 
(6.25) implies that 
lim [((an (t),t) 	 =0 	 (6.30) 
As in (5.104), we have 
[nt] 	
((~nan(i),V)O 
 
- (a(0),i  0'o) = 
i=1 
E[(nQn(),I'L) V vY]) 
+ (Ea4),) 	vy] 
i=1 
_(U(. 2),P)) 	 (6.31) 
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Now 
1_J 
E 
 [(nan
1 
n 	n 
i=1 
n 
= 	 E 
2 4 ()) 	(i (i 
	
j!1 	
())) 	(b)] 
[ 
(~n 	 . 	 2 \ fl 
i=1 	 j=1 
Intl 
n 
< 	 s 	(x)I2 	))
2 4 
up I ( (b7)] i=1 L EE j= fl 	 1 - 2L 
2 4 
= 
 
[sup I(x)I2 ( 
	
6(b'2L...i 	XEE j=1 i=1 
2!
1 
< - 	 IE 	 I E 
[ai
(6(b')) 
B' 	
-• 	41 	a
2L..d 
") j 	J= j1  N 
< BAf"(h) 
Vfn- 
hence the first term from the right hand side of (6.31) is of order
. 
Also we have 
vfn- 
2 
E 
 [( 	
{(a(), 	V Y] - (U 	
1) 
i 	
2 
= 	[( (bj t () ()) 	 ] 
Intl 
= 
•E [@
_i))2j( (bj n ,i 
())i(bn'i)_ 	
(bj n ,i 
	
)))2 
;~
2 i=1 	
n 	n 	 n 	 n 	n 	 n 	 n 
j=1 	 I 
and using (6.24) we get that the second term from the right hand side of (6.31) is of 
order , hence 
limk(((~nan( lnt] - ( nan (0),.i/'o)) 2] = 0 	 (6.32) 
n—boo 	 fl 
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Finally (6.30) and (6.32) imply (6.29). We now know that out of any subsequence of 
we can obtain a subsubsequence such that (6.28) holds. Furthermore, since 
we know that lim 0 (c(t), 1) = 1 in L2 sense, we can find a subsequence such that 
simultaneously (6.28) and (a, (t), 1) = 1, P — a.s. hold. For this subsequence we 
have that 
lim 	(t) = urn 	(t)(a(t), 1) = Pt(l) P - a.s. 
n—oo fl-CO 
and hence 
lirn a(t) = Pt 
 Pt(l) = lrt 
	 (6.33) 
n—oO 
and the limit holds 1-' -a.s. and hence also F-a.s., since the two measures are absolutely 
continuous with respect to each other. 
The process associated with the Kushner-Stratonovitch equation can be viewed as a 
genetic process with infinitely-many-alleles. Its space of "types" is E and the two phe-
nomena occurring are random genetic drift (governed by the infinitesimal generator A) 
and reproduction. There is no mutation or selection involved. The individuals in this 
process in generation k will branch with a mean depending on their path in the "type" - 
space and the observed path and with the minimal possible variance. 
Chapter 7 
Some Numerical Simulations 
7.1 General Remarks 
Let us first review what we have achieved in the last two chapters. We constructed 
a measure valued process {X(t), t G [0, 1}}, whose conditional expectation given the 
observation path is exactly p, the mmormalised conditional distribution of the signal. 
We proved that the conditional mean of X (t) - the particle systems used to construct 
X(t) - converges to Pt  We then constructed a sequence of branching particle systems 
{U71 (t), t E [0, 1] } almost surely convergent directly (without the need of taking the con-
ditional expectation) to the urmormalised conditional distribution of the signal. Lastly, 
we constructed {c (t), t E [0, l]} a sequence of branching particle systems almost surely 
convergent to {rrt; t E [0, 1] } - the (normalised) conditional distribution of the signal 
within the time frame [0, 1]. 
Each of the three constructions can be used to solve numerically the filtering problem. 
Jessica Gaines from the University of Edinburgh produced computer programs for each 
of the three. However, as one can expect, the algorithm based on the first construction 
performs far less well than the other two, since as pointed out in Chapter 5, one needs to 
take a larger number particles initially, therefore increasing the number of computation 
needed. In the first algorithm (construction) we fixed the variance of the branching 
mechanism beforehand, in the next two we took the minimal one which allowed the 
existence of an integer valued branching mechanism. This way we introduced extra 
randomness in the system, which leads to poorer performance. 
The difference between the second and the third construction is that, while in the 
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second construction we normalise only at the end (all the time, we approximate the un-
normalised conditional distribution of the signal), in the third one we normalise (almost) 
as we go (all the time, we approximate the normalised conditional distribution of the 
signal). Therefore, in the third algorithm the number of particles is kept under control. 
If one uses the second algorithm, the population might explode or die out. Apart from 
this, there is no difference from a numerical point of view between the two algorithms. 
In the following we present two examples solved with the second algorithm. The 
metric space will be E Rd with d = 1 in the first case and d = 6 in the second case. 
The signal /observation process will satisfy the following system of stochastic differential 
equations 
dX t = f(X t )dt+g(Xt )d1471 (t) 
dY = h(Xt)dt+cIW2(t) 
where {( 1471 (t), 1472 (t)); t > O} is a standard Brownian motion. 
We run the algorithm up to a final time T. As in the description of the algorithm 
we divide the time interval into ii equal intervals {, )1 , k = 0, 1, .... n - 1. At 
time t = 0, we generate n particles randomly with distribution ir(0). Then during an 
arbitrary interval the particles undergo two stages. In the first stage, from time kT up 
(k+1) to the final time 	T , each particle moves along a trajectory, determined by numerical 
solution of (5.2), using independent simulations of a Brownian path for each particle. In 
the second stage, at time ()T,  each particle is replaced by a number of offspring, with 
the mean number of offspring being determined by the trajectory of the particle during 
stage one, as given by equation (5.4) and minimal variance. 
7.2 The Numerical Examples 
In this section we present two numerical examples done by Jessica Gaines (Department of 
Mathematics, University of Edinburgh). The first example consists of a one-dimensional 
signal, x(t), and a one-dimensional observation, y(t), given by 
dxt = —ax dt + cdwi(t) 
dyt = arctan(x)dt + dw2(t) 
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where wi(t) and w2(t) are independent one-dimensional standard Brownian motions. 
The parameter values used for the figures below are c = 1 and o = 0.25. The distribution 
of x(0) was taken as normal with mean 1 and variance 0.25 and filtering was carried out 
from t = 0 until t = 5. 
In Figure 1 below, we show the historical process for a simulation with 20 particles 
at the initial time. The past is shown only for particles alive at the final time. The 
signal is shown in Figure 2, along with the quartiles of the distribution of particles, for 
a simulation starting with 160 particles. In both pictures the simulation time has been 
divided into 160 generations and the time step used to calculate the trajectories of the 
particles is h = 2 8 . 
Figure 1: The historical process 	 Figure 2: The signal and the quartiles 
Figure 3 compares the expected mean of the signal calculated by numerical solution 
of the Zakai equation on the one hand and by the branching particle system on the 
other. The curve corresponding to the Zakai equation is lower at the final time than the 
other. The conditional densities of the signal at various times as calculated by solving 
the Zakai equation are shown in Figure 4. The graphs progress with time from the right 
to the left of the picture. 
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Figure 3: The conditional mean 	 Figure 4: The conditional density 
In the second example, we have a six-dimensional signal, representing the position 
and velocity of an object moving in 1R3 and a four-dimensional observation, consisting 
of angles measured by observers at two different positions. We suppose that the object 
starts at time to = 0 from an initial position and with an initial velocity both drawn 
from normal distributions. The observers do not start measuring until time t1 > to. 
The velocity of the object is subject to white noise. The observations also include noise. 
The signal (x(t), v(t)), where x, v E 1R3 are the position and velocity of the object, is 
therefore given by 
dx(t) = v dt 
dv(t) = —Avdt+Bdw(t) 
where w(t) is standard Brownian motion in R. A and B are diagonal matrixes with 
constant entries and A(1, 1) = A(2,2) = e, A(3,3) = g + e, where g is the gravitational 
constant. The observation vector, y(t) E R 4 is defined by 
dyi(t) = al arctan 
S3 - P3) dt + dtDi (t) 
XI - P1 
dy2 (t) = a2 (arctan 
x3 - 	dt + di2(t) 
- P2) 
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arctan 	j 	ia(t) dy3 (t) = a3 ( 
	-   
dt + di 
 qi I 
dy4(t) = arctan 	) dt + dii4(t) 
X2 - q, 
where p, q E R3 are the positions of the two observers and the four standard Brownian 
motions iv- , i = 1, . . . , 4 are all independent. 
For the figures below, the parameter values chosen are € = 0.0 1, B(i, i) = 3, a2 = 1, 
i = 1,. . . , 3. We started observations at t1 = 0.5 and simulated until T = 3. The mean 
and standard deviation of the initial values are: 
Mean S. D. 
x1 100 10 
X2 100 10 
X3 0 0 
v1 -30 5 
V2 0 5 
V3 25 0 
The number of generations per unit time and the time step used for simulating 
the trajectories of the particles are the same as for the first example. The pictures in 
Figures 4-8 show the cloud of particles at four different points in time (only the first three 
coordinates, i.e., the position of the particles and without their velocity coordinates). 
The signal has also been plotted in each picture (again, only the first three coordinates). 
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Figure 5: The particle system: time 0 
	
Figure 6: The particle system: time 1 
Figure 7: The particle system: time 2 
	
Figure 8: The particle system: time 3 
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Chapter 8 
Appendix 
8.1 Uniform upper bounds for the solution of Zakai equa-
tion 
In this section we present a generic example for which the assumption U holds. Let W be 
a standard rn-dimensional Brownian motion defined on probability space (ci, F, P) and 
A : Cb (gd) .' (]d) be the second order differential operator with smooth coefficients 
d 	 82(x) 	d 	 (x) 
A((x) = a j (x) 8 + f(x) 	, 	D(A) C 
i 7 j=1 	 i=1 	
9xaxjxj 
It is well known that, provided the matrix a is symmetric and positive definite, for a 
suitable choice of Riemannian metric on lRd,  A takes the form 
A(=+f•V 
	
(8.1) 
where A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, V = (V( 1 ) 11,..,d  is the gradient of C, f is a 
smooth vector field and '- - _'is the usual scalar product. In the following we will work 
with A as having the form described in (8.1). Let also Ii: [0, oc) x be a smooth 
function. For t E [0, oc), we will denote by h(t), the function x --+ h(t, x). 
We consider the following stochastic partial differential equation 
dOt = Adt + h4 (t)/'dW, t > 0 	 (8.2) 
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where p is a smooth bounded function. We want to prove that, under certain bounded-
ness conditions on h and f and W, we have that 
E sup t2  <00 	 (8.3) 
tE[O,T] 
E sup iV1I t i 2 <00 	 (8.4) 
tE[O,T] 
2def 
where E is the expectation with respect to the probability P (in (8.4) iV''t i = 
We introduce the following quantities (ii - is the supremum norm) 
lhlI = 	sup max ilh(t)ll, 
tE[O,T) i1. ... m 
llVhli2 = 	sup 	max IIlvhi(t)i 2 11, 
tE[O,T] 
d 
iiVVhll2 = 	sup 	
Max IiV(Vhi(t))hi2 
tEE0,71 i=1,...,m 111=1 
8Vh II lva1(t) 1211 
at 
- - 	sup 	
Max 
tO,T]i=l....mMi at 
livi1 2 = 	1IlvI 2 11 
iiAhIl = sup max liAh(t)l 
tE[o,T] z=1 ..... 
8h11 	 lIahj (t)II 
- =sup max 
9t t€[O,T] i=11 ...,m 	f9t 
iiVAhll2 = sup max llivAhii 2 II 
tE[O,T] i=1,...,m 
liv! 11 2  = sup Max lIivfi(t)1211 
tE[O,T] i=1,...,d 
Theorem 29 If IIhII, llVhiI, IiAhIl,are finite then ip t is uniformly bounded on at 
[O,T],. P-a.s. and 
E1 sup t21 <exp2rn(iihii + iiAhil + j)2 +2miiVhil2 	(8.5) 
LtE(o,T 	j 	 at 
We also prove a similar theorem for the gradient of 
Theorem 30 If iihii, iiVhli, iIAhll, 11 24- 11, iiVhii, iiVAhii, IIIl' iiVfii are finite 
then Vo t  is uniformly bounded on [0, T], P-a.s. and E ISUPtE[O,T]  iV t i 2] is finite. 
Remark 25 One can also find an explicit upper bound for E 1SUPtE[0,Tl iV&ti2]. 
The proofs follow the following route. One first obtains the robust form of (8.2) 
which is a deterministic PDE with random coefficients. Using the maximum principle 
for the operator A, one obtains an upper bound for the solution of the deterministic 
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PDE, which in turn gives an uniform upper bound for . This is then integrated by 
dividing the interval into small intervals and iterating the procedure for each interval. 
The explicit upper bound is obtained by taking the limit when the length of the small 
intervals goes to 0. 
The Proofs 
Let O 	exp(_h*  (t)W) , t ~ 0, and 4 	I',Ot, then, by Ito's rule, we have 
I' 8h(t)147  
dOt = Ot (_at 
dt - h* (t)dW + Ih(t)I 2dt) 
thus 
= 	+ J.'dOt - pIh(t)I2dt 
- O,A(t) 	
fah*(t)W 
(¼ 	at 	
+ lh(t)I 2) 
dt - 
(8.6) 
We want to transform (8.6) into an equation in t.  We have 
.90t- 	
- ah*(t)Wt 
	
axi
- - 
Ot 
0x 2 	9x 2 
a2t - 
ot a2 
— of &i 8h(t)H 	8 	
I' 
ah(t)w -
t 8
2 h*(t)Fvt 
- 	 --- 	- aa 	aar 	axi axj axj a1 	aa 
a2 
- t 
82 8J 8h*(t)W 
_ 
t -
't 
8h*(t)l,Vt  ah*(t)Wt 
axiaxi
	 - aaa 3 axi a xj 	a 
a,bt ah*(t)wt 	82h(t)W,
Vt 8x3 axi axiaxj  
Hence 
= OtLçb + I OVib 
AZt +2V(h*(t)Wt)VVt +V;t (Ah * (t)Wt+ IV(h*(t)WWt)1 2 ) 
and, if we define the quantity 
et(h, z) 	Ah*  (t)W  + tV(h*(t)147t)12 
- ah*(t)vt 
- Ih(t)I2, 
at 	2 
and introduce the operator where 
A = A + 2v(h*(t)14"t)vc; 
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then j~bt satisfies the equation 
dt 
= A7 t + tet (h,z) 	 (8.7) 
= 
and assume that all of them are finite. We have the following inequality 
diPs
- 	 ~ (( max iwi'\ 	
8h) + 	
(max iwñ 2  IIvhII 2) 
dt . s€(O,t] 	8)
(A 	+ 	
s€Io,t1 	j i=1 \ 
where s E [0, t]. Using then the maximum principle we obtain that 
8/i 	
m 	 \2 
s 	exp (( 	 max jw' (IIAhII 
+ 	+ 	
(max iwi) 1Vh11 2) (8.8) 
SEIO,tJ 	
) 	
j=1 \8E10,t] 
and hence 
If m II 
exp 
( ( 	
max w) (IIhII + IA/ill 
+ 	+ 	
(max li)2 llVhuI2) 
. 	
\sEIO,tI SEIO,tI 
for s E [0, t]. We observe that the exponential of (maxs€10,tJ 	)2 is integrable only 
for t small, so what we do is the following. We divide the interval [0, 11 in ri small 
intervals [fi, !1] ,  then we proceed as before for the first interval [0, ] and then for 
the interval [, ] we repeat the argument with exp(_h*(t)(W+t - We)), instead of 
eXp(_h*(t)l.V). After doing this for all the intervals we obtain 
M 	 [9h 
	
exp 	max lw; -wil (Il/ill + IA/ill + 
k=1.....n 	\i=1 8C(Ofl 
M 
 
+ 	
(SEJO , t]
max iW+ - Wl) IlVhuI 2) 	 (8.9) 
 n 	n i=1 
For big enough n the right hand side of (8.9) is integrable. By integrating its square and 
taking into account that the terms under the product are independent and identically 
distributed, we obtain that 
/ 
 k 	II'll2 (f 
00 
exp (2z (Il/ill + hA/u 
+ 	
nm 
+2z2 hlVhhl 2) c1n (z)dz) J 0 
[tSUPptl2l 
E Io,1I 	J 
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where 
	
\/;i 	
(-
2
) 
ci1(z) = — exp 
is the density of the running maximum of Brownian motion in the interval [0, ]. We 
compute first the integral in the equation above. To simplify the formulae, we make the 
notations d = 2(IIhjI + IIAhII + IIII) and c = 2 IIVhII2. Hence 
Vt00 	 (_ nz2\
/ exp(dz + cz 2 ) exp dz 
/ 	d2 
' 	
(z_)2 
= —exp( 
2(ri-2c)J JO exp—" 2(1) dz 
= 	I d ex exp - 
)(J 	
z2  
dz + d 
10 	Z  exp -- _dz 
) 2(n-2c)  2( ) 2(  ) 
2 d 
<—exp - 	2(n-2c) ( 
+ 
) 	2 	n_2c) 
nd/\ d2 
tVm_2C+ V :) exp 4n-2c) 
Hence 
I ( d/ 
nm 
nmd2 
E 	sup kOt I 2l 
[teIo,i] 	j 
< 	urn 
Fn2c
__  + 
_______ 
CXP 2(n - 2c) 
I 1 md2 E 	sup k t 2 < exp 	+ mc 
LtEO, 1 1 	j 
and finally we find the required upper bound (8.5). 
def - - 
We also want the equation satisfied by i/ = 	• V1'. By differentiating (8.7), we 
obtain 
- - 	- 
AVi' + (Vf + 2VV(h*(t)W t))Vb t + We(h, z) + iItVet(h, z) 
dt - 
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RIM 
Ab = 2Vb AV + 2IVV'I 2 , 
Hence 
d'cbt - 2V' • dVot 
 
	
-- - 	dt 
- 2 IVVI'1 2  + 2V• (Vf + 2VV(h*(t)W t))W,t 
+ tet(h, z) + 2V 	Vet(h, Z)iJt 
= 
which, in turn, implies 
I rn 	 m 
t (air max 	+a2 	(max IWI) +a3) + 	(8.10) dt 	 sEIO,t] • 
where we used the following further notation 
II8hI 	
110Vh 
al = 2m 	+ 4m IVVhIt + IIAhII + II— I + IIVAhII + II- 11 t I 3t 
a2 = IIVhII 2  + IIVVhII 2 
a3 = 11h11 2  {Vh11 2 
Using once again the maximum principle in (8.10) and (8.8) one shows that 
IVII 2 +tj2 exp (a4 	max IWI  +a5 	
(Max 
 iw))) 
( 	
I m m , 	 2 
' 
sE(O t] 
\ t-1 	 z=1 
xexp(
aimaxIWI+a2(max!WI) +a 3) 	 (8.11) 
m 	 m 2 
-' 
i=1 	 i=1 
where 
II 
a4 = IIAhII+hI -9h_ 
Ii at 
a5 = IIVhII 2 
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We also have 
2 m 
2 OhIl 	max <2 exp 
( 	
sE[0,t 	
i) + 2 IIVhtI2 	(max 	 (8.12) 
From (8.12) and (8.11), we obtain that (8.4) in the same way as for (8.3); 
8.2 The construction of a positive integer valued random 
variable with given mean and variance 
Let a > 0 be the given mean and v > 0 be the given variance. 
Proposition 23 There exist positive integer valued random variables with mean a and 
variance v if and only if the following inequality holds 
a2 —a+v > 0. 
Proof. Let us suppose that we can find A, a positive integer valued random variable 
with mean a and variance v. Then 
hence 
E[(A 
- 1)2] 
= E[(A) 2] - E[(A)] + = a - a + V + > 
which proves half of the claim (E is the expectation over the probability space that the 
random variable is defined on). To prove the other half, we only need to construct A, a 
positive integer valued random variable with mean a E (0, 1] and variance v because any 
other case can be reduce to this one by adding a constant. Let 6 > 0 be the following 
quantity 
6 = a2 - a + V > 0 
and 0 > 1 be a positive integer such that f3 ~! 1 + . Then the random variable 
A: Q -b {0, 1, 31 such that 
P[A=0] =1 — a+ 
13 
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satisfies our requirements. 
U 
Remark 26 If v > , then 
and hence we can construct a positive integer valued random variable with any mean 
a >0. 
8.3 Miscellaneous 
In this section we state several classical results used in the thesis. 
Proposition 24 (Gronwall's inequality) Suppose that the continuous function g(t) 
sat zsfles 
pt 
< 0<g(t)a(t)+8J g(s)ds; 0t<T 
0 
with 3 > 0 and a: 0, T] - IR integrable. Then 
g(t) a(t) + 0 	 a(s ) e t8)ds;  0 < t <T. 
Let (X, S, z) be a measure space. 
Lemma 8 (Fatou) If f is a sequence of integrable functions such that f ~: 0, a.e., 
and 
lirninf [fd,a<oo, 
then there exists an integrable function f such that f = liminff, a. e., and one has 
f fda < liminfffndiu. 
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Let (11, F, P) be a probability space and {W t , .Ft; t > Of be a d-dimensional standard 
Brownian motion defined on it. Let also {X, .Ft; t > O} be a S-dimensional adapted 
process such that 
[j"(Xti)2dt 	
1
F <ool
J
=1; 1<i<d, 0<T<oo. 
We set 
Z(X) = exp 
[d 
ftd - 1 
f 
1tx8 11 2 ds] 0 < t < oo.  Xi 
Assume that Z(X) is a martingale and define, for each O< T < 00, a probability measure 
PT on FT by 
PT(A) = E[IAZT(X)]; A E Ft . 
The martingale property shows that the family of probability measures {PT; T > O} 
satisfies the consistency condition 
PT(A)=P(A),AEFt, 0<t<T. 
Theorem 31 (Girsanov, Cameron, Martin) Assume that Z(X) is a martingale and 
define { 14'Tt,Ft;t > Of by 
I
t.
TV=W — X:ds; 1 < id,O < t<oc. 
Then, for each fixed T E {0,00), the process {l 7t,.Ft;t E [0,T]} is a d-dimensional 
standard Brownian motion on (1, .F, P) 
For a proof of Girsanov's theorem see [25], pp  191. 
Theorem 32 (Doob's maximal inequality) Let {X, Ft;  t > 01 be a right-continuous 
submartingale and [a, r} a subinterval of [0, oo). Then 
E [( sup X
I ] 
< l 
Ra<tr 	
( 	i )E[(xr )P] 	>1 
provided X ~! 0 a.s. P for every t < 0, and E [(X)] <00. 
For a proof of Doob's maximal inequality see [25], pp  13-14. 
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Theorem 33 (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy) Let M be a continuous square integrable 
local martingale. For every rn > 0 there exist universal positive constants km, Km 
(depending only on m), such that 
km E[< M >']:5  <E[( max M3 1) 2m] Km E[< M >] 
 O<s<T 
holds for every stopping time T. 
For a proof of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities, see [25], pp  166. 
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